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A diverse but lopsided
draft
panel stirred emotional responses
from the audience 7:30 Mmday
night at Boise State University.
Five anti-draft, two pro-draft, one
neutral,
and one antl-draft-forwomen panelists presented their
opinions to about 200 at the forum
held in the Student Union Ballroom.
''We were told we were sent to
Vietnam to fight
communism,"
said
Vietnam
veteran
Russ
Linebarger, "Every President from
Eisenhower to Nixon lied to us.
There is no reason to believe
Garter isn't lying now."
Linebarger said the main reason
we would go to war in the Mddle

'East Is to secure 011 lines.
General James Brooks, Adjutant General of the Idaho fimly
National Guard said that vletnern
was a debacle, but maintained
that there are some things worth
fighting for. The United States is
not the number .one
military
strength in the world, he said, and
if there comes a time when we
won't be allowed to chose whether
or not . we want togo
to' war It
could be detrimental.
Tooche \N:lrd, representing the
Eagle Forum, said that if there is a
draft,
women
should'
not be
drafted because they would be an
unnecessary distraction.
"If. you
put men and women in the. same
barracks there will be nothing but
trouble," said \N:lrd.
She added
that women who support
ERA

student President Reflects

5 tis'
Associate

Hartell
Editor

BSU- The Pssoclated Students
of Boise State University (ASBSU)
will soon have a, new president
and administration.
Ps ASBSU
Preslpent
Cramer's
term ap-'
preaches the end, Cramer said,
"I'm very satisfied with what was
accomplished this year In the time

wetiad."

-

The Cramer administration
tackled a long list of goals which
eventually
focused
on r student
evaluations,
Public
Interest
Research Group (PIRG) and public
debate forums.
Other successful projects
Include
staggard
electlons,
the
commuter board and a very hopeful outlook for a new look in the
Student
Union
Building
(SUB)
snack bar.
Cramer said, "Studentevaluations have started roiling behind
the scenes. A final meeting will
be held soon and the form has
been revised so Its a pretty good
tool to evaluate professors'
performances.
Ifthefaculty
can give
a consensus, then the door will
open to make evaluation results
avaUable to students."
PIRG' has made a great impact
on the BSU campus according to
Both positive and negative
responses
from
students
seem to point toPIRG 83 one of

cramer,
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the most noticeable
projects of
ASBSU. .
Cramer said, "Wthout a doubt,
PIRG is one of the most significant things that has happened at
BSU and in the state.
If PIRG Is
given the chance to prove itself, it
will be one of the greatest assets
to come to the university
and
Idaho In recent years, at least
within the decade."
,The
introduction
of the Idea for
public. debate forums
at B~U
eventually led to' scheduling
of
three torurns.
The Sagebrqlh
Rebellion debate, the Daft and
the Nuclear: energy forums have
partially fulfilled Cramer's goal for
public debate forums. Cramer had
hoped that the. forums could be
institutionalized
in order that they
woutd become an on going traditIon at BSU.
, Some accomplishments
may
not be well known but have been
done just the same according to
Cramer.
He also commented
about the commuter board, "It is
there and will definitely work but it
needs more promotion
and the
location seems to be a hindrance.
I coltaberatad
with
Brenda
Freeman and she did 90% of the
work.'"
The' commuter'
board . can be
found In the lobby of the SUB
.across from the Information booth
and in front of the entrance to the

Bolsean l.oun{je.

should be drafted.
The detrimental
effect of the
draft on families was addressed
by cenlse Edwards, founder of
Student cemocratic Society at the
lkIiversity of Idaho in the 1960's.
'111eeffect of war has been to tear
families
apart,"
said Edwards;
'111e divorce rate among Vietn~
veterans Is three times higher than
that of the rest of the,population."
Edwards said that if< the draft is
reinstated
women should
"be
drafted to fight, not type.
Keith Anderson, a representative
of- the BSU Black Student Union
said. blacks should not be "gung
ho about fighting a white man's
war" because
there has been
discrimination
against minorities
In past drafts.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 3

The staggard election system
made official by the passage
of the amendment in the PSBSU
primaries.
Crpnler said,
'VoJa
found a hopeful answer to the
The stars of BSU's Annual Student Recognition Dinner for their
problem of the lack of continuity
outstanding contribution to the university. Brad Nbrtin received the
in student govemment."
ASBSU President's award for his service as Advertising Nbnager of
There is also a plan for remodelthe University Arbiter. Rhonda Boothe's contribution as co-editor of
ing the SUB snack bar, Cramer
the cold-drill for the past four years won her the President's award
said, '111erels a good chance that
given by BSU President John Keiser. Brenda Freeman received a
from the large amount of money in
round of applause from the audience as Fred Nonr.an, Director of the
the SUB reserve account (and not
SUB, announced her the winner of the Student Activities Award. A
from the student
fees), minor
special award for lo.ng-time service to the university was gi~'I3nby the
renovation to the snack bar will
ASBSU to Gordon Eichmann. [Not shown.
Photo 'by lois Palm ron
result in carpeting and installment
of booths at the windows:
There
is a good chance that ,this will
become a reality by the end of the
year."
. I-bw does Cramer feel about the
Dressed
Bum,'
'The Biggest
The Tau Alpha PI fratemlty
ot
end of his term?
In response
I'vbocher' etc.,"
said Trimble,
Boise State will hold It's annual
Cramer said, "I hate to see it end.
'111e fund raisers also ask for
I-bbcMlrch
to raise money for
I'd like to tie upa couple of loose
needy students on the flrst Friday
contributions
in par)<ing ·Iots. and
ends such as institutionalizing
in Mlyaccordlng
to Vocational
on sidewalks.
Wa get a lot of
public debate forums and see the
support
from
the community;
counselor
Larry
student evaluations
as they go Technical
some 'people even have checks
Trimble.
. '111e fraternity
was
towards the first step of using the
pre-written for the 'I-bOO M3.rch'."
first'
organized
in
Colorado
at
a
data
processing
program·
deForthe march, the student fund
junior college for people attending
signed for that purpose.l.would
'raisers can dress up (or down) as
Theorder
also like to be in office when the . Vo~Tech,nsaidTrimble.
burns, hoboes or ,whatever resemcarreto Boise about 1953."
State Board of Education votes on
btesaoerson
without means. It is
. 4St year's, sixty-two ,hundred
PIRG."
. '.
.
aspeclal kind of masquerade, on
dollar
donations
helped about
• Cramer said,
"The students
the
same
order
of fun
as
sixty students by. paying scholarmight' remember this administraHalloween.
In past years, hobos
ships I"Wlglng from $50 to $200.
tion as the one which spoke out
could solicit
funds at intersec- .'
"Dressed as down and outs, the
against the pavilion but I wOuld
tlons, which slowed traffic; this
students sollcltprizes
from local
rather it' be remembered as the
practice has been since disconbusinessmen.
These' prizes are
first administration
to establish an
.
CONTINUED TO PA!liE3
then
awarded to 'The BestIdaho PIRG."

was
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ORGANIZA liONS
. A show of spring fashions
for both
men and women will be presented
by
The Towers,
Thurs.,
March 13, at 7
p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Tickets
are ,51 inadvance,
52 at the door.

"Conflict
and Integration
in the
Personality",
an evening
program
presenting
and applying
an approach
for working
with subpersonalities,
.is
being offered
Thurs.,
Mar. 13 from
7:30-10:30pm
in the SUB Nez Perce
Rm.
Led by a member
of the
Psychosynthesis
Institute
Training
Staff of San Francisco,
the fee is 57.
For more information,
contact
Payst
Heeb, 375-6824.

Sports
Shawn

Applicants
for editor of The Arbiter
should submit
their resumes
to the
Unlverairy
Publications
Advisory
Board in room 217 in the Administration Bldg., by 5 p~on
Mar. 12.

The BSU Parent
Education
Program will present
a lecture/demonstration
on "Avoiding
Undue Attention, Sidestepping
the Power Struggle
and Stimulating
Independence",
Thurs .,
March
20,
7pm
in
the
Education
Bldg. rm 22:2. Open to the
public, admission
is free.

News

Ch ief

The
BSU
Democrats
are
now
meeting
in the SUB Caribou Room at
4 pm on Mondays.
March
plans include
finalizing
of
Earth/Sun
Day
which
will
be
celebrated
April 22.
First District
Congressional
candidates
Jan
Hammer,
Terry Mackay
and Glenn
Nichols
will speak
at meetings
in
March and April.

Eckankar,
"A Way of Life," invites
the public to an informative
seminar,
featuring
lectures
and discussions
on
Reincarnation,
s-tr Realization,
Spiritual Guidance
and Techniques
in
Soul Travel.
The "Day with Eck"
seminar
will be held in the BSU SUB
Senate Chambers
on Sat. March 15 at
10:30 a.rn.

MJ.ry Jane Orest«, Lab technician

Copy layout
Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
COnnie Rosco
Shelly lVDore
Rose Long
Greg Jahn

Rhonda Boothe, Chief
Dan Kolsky
Laurie lVDore

THEARTS
Information
and application
forms
for research
grants into humanities
topics may be obtained- from Jackie
Day, 345-5346.
Grants are sponsored
by the Association
for the Humanities
in Idaho.
Deadline
for application
is
March
15.
The
annual
Student
Exhibition
presenting
work
done
by
BSU
stud ems
opens
March
17 in the
University
Gallery.
The gallery is in
the Liberal Arts Building and is open
from 9 am to 4:30 pm.
Admission
is
free.

ASBSU

'The University

Arbiter is published weekly by students of
BSU. Contributions and advertising are solicited; the editors
reserve all rights.
Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
fvbnday through Friday.

Absentee
ballots
for the ASBSU
election
will be available
Thurs.,
March
13 from noon to 6pm in the
Student Activities
Office (2nd floor of
the SUB).
Elections
will be held
March 19 and 20; full time students
who will be out of town those days
are eligible to vote by absentee
ballot.
You must present
your student
body

385-1464.

The Idaho
State
Poetry
Society
announces
the Winter pt)etry contest,
open to all poets, on ihe theme "The
Joy of Living."
Each entry must be
typed double spaced,
on one side of
paper only, and should not exceed 35
lines. The title should appear on each
page, but the author's
name should
not.
Each entry may contain
up to
-rhree poems and should be placed in a
sealed
envelope
with one card for
each
poem
stating
poem's
title,
author's
name,
address
and phone
number, and an entry fee of one dollar
per poem.
There are no restrictions
on form. Previously
published
poems
are not eligible.
Entries
must be
postmarked
by midnight
March
31
and will not be returned.
Mail to ISPS
Winter
Contest,
Jack
L. Hoffman,
2972 Innis Sr., Boise, Idaho 83703.
Prizes are 530.00, $20.00, 515.00 and
two Honorable
Mentions
of 55.00
each.

Alpha Omega
Phi will present
a
fashion
show' in the SUB Big Four
room at I p.m., Sat., March 15.

The Annual Psychic Fair sponsored,
by rheCrearive
Awareness
Center will
be held Mar. 15 from 10 am to 5 pm at
the Chaprerhouse
Bookstore
(Bth -&
Idaho in Boise). For more information
call the Chapterhousc,
342-7800.

MLayout

"Humanity's
self-serving
exploitation
of animals
and natural
resources
is
destroying
the intricate pattern of life
on earth",
will award prizes ranging
from 5250 to 51000.
Deadline
for
entry
is, June
30.
For
more
information
write Friends of Animals,
Inc., II West 60th Street, New York
10023.
•

of identifica-

52.

Peace Corps and Vista recruiters
will be available
in t~e SUB Lobby
March 17-20 from 9 am to 5 p!".

Terry MGuire, Sales
"
Kathy Clarkson, Receptionist
,David MJsko, Bookkeeper

piece

Applications
for ASBSU Treasurer
for
school year 1980-81 are available
in
the ASBSU office, 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Deadline
for application
is 4
p.m. March 28.
•

Senator
William
Proxmire
will
speak
on "Government
Misuse
of
Funds"
March IS, 8pm in the SUB
Ballroom.
Sponsored
by ASBSU,
student
admission
is 51, general

Sally Thornas

I

An essay contest
open to college
students
and sponsored
by Friends of
Animals,
Inc.
on
the
topic

VETERANS
The
1980
edition
of "Federal
Benefits
for Veterans
and Dependents"
is available for 52 through the
Superintendent
'of
Documents
in
Washington,
D.C. 20402,
The
73-page
volume
contains
updated
compensation
and pension
rate tables, rates of pay to veterans
training
under
the- GI Bill,
and
explanations
of general
eligibility
requirements
for
various
benefits
available
10
veterans
and
their
dependents.
The
booklet
also
provides
convenient
listings
of toll
free numbers
that enable
anyone
in
the
50
states
10
call
VA
for
consultation
with a veterans counselor.
The
DA V
Vietnam
Veteran
Outreach
Program
(a voluntary,
nonprofit
organization.
not ~:govcrnment
agency),
provides
counseling
and
legal
services
for
veterans.
Contact N;;rman Brown, 334-1956, for
more information.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Applications
are be~ng accepted
for
Student
Assistant
to the Office
of
Student
Residential
Life for 1980-81.
Apply
at the OffiCIo of Student
Residential
Life, Room 110, Administration Building,
385-3986.
Deadline
for consideration
of 'applicants
is
March 14, 1980.

Don Frashier
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Volunteer
income
tax assistance
will be available
through
Apr. 15 in
the SUB, Wed. From 3-8:30 pm and
Sat. 10 am to 4 pm.

You can help
the Boise
Public
ibrary by donating
your book club
editions
of popular
titles as soon as
you're
through
with
them.
The
library is glad to' accept donations
of
any books that would be of use'to
thers,
but best sellers
and other
highly popular items will be especially
appreciated.

2309 Mountalnview
377-0210

Drive

Suband

three
letters
of reference
to Ron
Gillespie,
c/o Boise Cascade .Eorp.,
P.O. Box 50, Boise 83728.
Deadline
for application
is March
15.
A 5400 scholarship
for students in
health-related
fields
is offered
by
Elk's
Rehabilitation
Hospital
Auxillary.
Deadline
for application is
April 15.
Students
in health
care fields are
eligible
for a 5300 St. Alphonsus
Hospital
Auxiliary
Scholarship.
Deadline
for application
is April 18.
Women
Juniors
or Seniors
from
Cassia
or Minidoka
Counties
are
eligible
for an American
Association
of University
Women"
Mini-Cassia
Branch
Scholarship
for
$200.
Deadline
for applicaricn
is Apr. 23.
March
of Dimes
Health
Careers
Award is accepting
applications
from
students
in Nursing,
a.T., P.T.,
Sp e e c h
Pathology,
Audiology,
Medicine,
or Medical
Social Work.
Deadline
for application
is May I.
A new scholarship
to encourage
excellence
in student piano and organ
performance
is being
offered
by
Hammond
Music,
5777
Fairview.
Continuing
full-time, students
will be
eligible
to compete
for the award
during auditions
later this spring, and
a special
recital
featuring
the
scholarship
winners is planned
for the
fall semester.
Women
.graduate
students
are
encouraged
to apply
for a $2000
scholarship
offered
by Soroptimist
International.
Send application,
three
letters of reference,
recent photo, and
personal
statement
to 'Fellowship
Chairman,
Dr. Marie L. Lacy, 1315
Walson
Rd., Colorado
Springs,
CO
80908.
Deadline
is April I.

RECREATION
There are several
block classes
in
physical education
that have room for
more students.
Sign up .in the gym
rm. 101.
Classes
include
jogging,
frisbee
football,
aerobic
dance,
tennis,
backpacking
and archery.

The Boise Frisbee
Club is looking
for anyone
interested
in playing
ultimate
disc-golf
or free style.
Call
Will at 342-4391.
Referees
needed
for men's
volleyball games, beginning
Mar. 17.., Pay
rate
is $6 a game.
Call
Don
Christensen
at City
Recreation,
384-4220.
Registration
for men's
volleyball
sponsored
by Boise City Recreation
is
underway
at Ft. Boise' Community
Center.
Team registration
is 555 plus
a 51 out-of-cityplayer
fee.
Both
competitive
and fun leagues
will be
formed.
Play begins March 17 at the
Fairgrounds.
For more information,
call Don Christensen,
384-4220.
The
YWCA
Spring
Session
of
'classes
and workshops
begins
this
month.
Classes
are offered in dance,
physical
fitness,
and special interest
activities;
Saturday,
workshops
will
concentrate
on topics
of current
interest.
Also available
are .support
groups for women in need of guidance
or "someone
to talk to", Registration
is in progress
at the YWCA,
120
Washington,
Boise,

For detaUsof
these
scholarships
and application
forms,
contact,
the
Office of Career, & Financial
Services,
Administration
Bldg. room 117.

Registration
continues
through
March
14 al Fort Boise Community
Center for the Spring Session I of arts
and
crafts
classes
'and
women's
aerobics
c1assel,
sponsored
by the
Boise City ,Re.creation
Department.
Both morning and evening classes are
available.
For more information
call
384-4256.
'

Students with at least 2.5 GPA in an
area relaiive to records
management
may apply for a $300-$600 scholarship
offered by the Assodation
of. Records

Vblunteers
needed
to
coach
women's
soccer games,
Call Bobbie
Kay Downend
at Boise City Recteation, 384-4258 or 384-4256.

FINANCIAL AID

N,ort-thwe~tern
Mu uallile '

am ,to 9'pm
am to 10 pm

Student
Union
Buildin'g
meeting
rooms are available
free of charge to
any BSU club or organization
as well
as any BSU department.
For more
information
and 10 schedule
rental of
a room,contactBonnie
;t 385-1677.

Managers
& Administrators.
mit, application,
grade transcript

,

").
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Truth in Testing Bein Chall ng
Campus Digest News Service
A ,federal dlstrtct-court judge
has Issued a preliminary injunction barring the enforcement of
two sections of New York State's
new ';truth in testing" law.
Judge Nell G. tv'cG.um of the
US. District Court for the Northern District of New York made
the ruling in a lawsuit filed by the
Association of American M3dical
Colleges. The association had
charged that provisions of the
testing law would violate the
Federal Copyright Act and deprive
the association of property without due process of law.
As a result of Judge tv'cCum's
ruling, the association cannot be
forced to make public copies of its
medical-school admissions tests
with the correct answers and
scoring formulas, and the studies
and reports connected with the
tests.
A spokesman for the A.AMC.
said the association has decided
to administer its admission tests
in the state. About 3,000 students
are expected to take the M3dical
College Admission Tests on April
26 and 27 at 26 centers in New
York.

Judge. tv'cCum said the two
sections of the law should not be
enforced until he has heard the
case on its merits. No further .
hearings have been scheduled yet.
The judge said the AAMC.
showed that it might suffer "irreparable injury" If the truth in
testing law were fully enforced
before any legal arguments were
heard.
t-e notedthat the state's commissioner of education had serious misgivings about the testing
law and that amendments have .
been proposed. .
The judge said that, according
to the association, "disclosure
will prohibit reuse of (test) questions which wll I... present a serious
problem as to the science-knowledge portions. of the exam for
which there are allegedly a limited
number of potential questions."
The association also argued
that since it used examination
scores from one exam to "equate"
questions on other forms, It would
have "no way to insure comparability between tests In the future,
thus destroying the value of the

tests."
The judge said the association
claims that with disclosure of its

New· Phone System::
Shows Few H nus
can Gallagher
Arbiter Staff
In January of 1979, rv'buntain
Bell Telephone converted the
Boise State telephone system
from the old Centrex to the new
Dimension. In an earlier article,
the Arbiter explored a few of the
problems and some of the benefits of the new systems. The next
step was to see if the people at
Boise State were satisfied with
what they received.
At this time, the phone billing is
still being converted to the BSU
computer.
Consequently, the
billa are coming In very.Iate. The
November charge arrived this
month. According to Asa Ruyle,
. Vice President for Financial
. Affairs, registration took presldence over the telephones with
the computer.
Ruyle has' conducted meetings with the deans.
and department chairmen over the
phone systems.
It is their
responsibility to monitor the numbers of phones and costs in their
respective departments.
i'lary Smith is satisfied with the
Dimension system: Smith is the
adm.,inistrative .secretary for the
School of Business. She likes
some of the added features of the,
phones, such as the "call-back."
It will retum the call if the parties
involved are busy. Smith breaks
the cost of the phones down to'
$10.80 per line. There are four
lines in the office, plus the nnes in
each department. Added to the
base charge for the phone lines is
the "black box" which shows the
secretary which phones are busy.
Smith said this ran about $14.00
per month. "It would be very
helpful to get the long distance
bills sooner," says Smltb. "It Is a
. real problem having tocheck back
: slx mo'nths on phone bills."
Greg SChenlnger, manager of
KBSU, Is not happy with, the
phones •. KBSU is over Its .phone
budget by 50-60% right now.
SCheainger feels they. have the
right number. of lines, but he
wonders If anyone In the various
departments had a choice whether
to change over or not. . The phone
representattves told' scherilnger

they would appreciate any feedback on the system, but he hasn't
seen them yet. Scherzinger adds,
"I would like to see something
happen." This is the same problem that
.the Arbiter faces. The Arbiter
office has ten lines, all of which
cost around ten dollars.
The
office would like to see some of
the lines taken out or combined,
but there has been no action taken
on MJuntain Bell's part except to
see if the initial Arbiter Phone
Story passed their inspection. So,
as the months pass by, the Arbiter
continues to pay for telephone
lines that aren't really needed.
\1\4 iiiam J. Keppler,. Dean of
letters and Science, sees a definite "cost-benefit ratio" to the
phones. Keppler prefers to call it
a ''telecommunications system,"
If the costs of the system outweigh the benefits,. some of the
phones will be cut. "If it gets too
expensive, I'll call for a reduction." Keppler uses the price of
si lver nitrate as an example. Silver
nitrate is used in many of the
experiments in beginning chem-·
istry classes. In 1975, Letters and
Science paid $120 per pound for
the chemical. It now costs $1263
per pound. Rather than subtract
this important tool for chemistry
from his budget, Keppler would
prefer cutting. superfluous phone
lines. Keppler'S job is to determine from the advice of the
seventeen department heads if the
system Is working out. t-e would
like to see an ''800 number" for
.BSU where people Involved with
the University could call long
distance to the school without
paying for It on their end. '~
have exceeded our telecommunication budget from last year," and
headds, ',:Mt priority Isn't that big
on telepJ'tones."
.
One answer to the phone problem might be hiring one Individual.
through the school. to 'determine
that each department •has the
phones It naedes and no more; He
, could also .check the. computer
! tapes for long distance abuses.
, MJuntaln .Bell isn't providing. the
required attention to BSU, and
money Is w~ted'everyday.

The judge added, ''V\tIile the
state's purpose in enacting the
law may be a salutary example of a
state protecting the interests oflts
citizens, the determination as to
the merits of the law as now
Written remain very much in the air
at this time.

studies "it will no longer be able
to do confidential studies for
undergraduate Institutions interested In how their graduates have
done and will no longer be able to
do intemal studies which investigate the value of questions, and
are used in the development of
new questlons."
.

For the
past 2112 years,
as Editor of the Arbiter,
Toe watched the progress of .
students at BSU. Tue
served on committees, met
with students, administrators,-Jaeulty, and state "
offiduls,g{ven ideas and
time to hundreds of-projects
and programs, and worked
in every way I knew to make
BSU better. Now it's time
for this wide' range of experience to be put to use
in the office ofASBSU
President. Let me at it.

DraftForumr-------

CONTINUED
FROM PAGE I
'The result of fanning the
In the Vietnam war, three times' flames of war will be war," said
as many blacks as whites died per Jones. Jones served with the
percentage of those in the war,
American Friends in Vietnam, a
said Anderson.
Quakerservice organization which
D". \l\4ll1am Kepler supported a provided artificial limbs for injured
draft that would provide a cross- civilians.
section of the population for the
Jon Robertson questioned the
military because the poor repre- necessity of a draft and the
sent more, than their share in the
inequity of the deferral system.
service.
'The highest patriotism is to the
Kepler also supported draft,
question every mandate that
though not for combat, of women. comes down the pipe from
"Mlitary jobs for modem women above," said Robertson, "a kneerange from torpedo repair to jerk patriot response is not patrioIntelligence surveillance," he said. . tism."
.
DJring the question and answer
Robertson added, "Richard
period, Kepler said the young
Nixon had the morality of a
should be questioning. the fact
chicken thief."
that they are the only ones
Gary Keith, a Vietnam veteran
drafted. 'They should be saying,
and draft couselor, said the mili'By God, if we have to go to war,
tary Is dehumanizing.
Between
why not let those Congressmen 1963 and 1972 about 500,000
who declare war be In the draft
people recieved less .than an
lottery," he said.
honorable discharge from the
A representative of _Conscienservices, said Keith, and this can
tious Objectors, Mke Jones, said
hurt their employment opportunmilitarism is one of the most
itiesfor the rest of their life.
destructive forces in the world.
Boise' High School Student
"Pacifism is not pie-in-the-sky
Body
President
Charles
idealism," said Jones, adding that
TIllinghast said there is no condraft registration is a war-like
census about the draft among
step.
high school students.

HoboMarchCONTINUED

FROM PAGE

t

,W=====:lll:====:::::!:=I:!l:lJlS----~

tinued.
The Hobo i'larch is a worthwhile •
cause; often time the money
raised exceeds the university'S
; allotment for Vo-Tech scholarships.
One year the 'hobos'
collected In excess of twelve
thousand dollars. So, If a funny
looking guy approaches you in the
parking lot asking for scholarship
funds this tv'ay 2nd, please dig
deep into your lettuce patch; a
dollar doesn't go far these days.

sale
reg.
grice p-rice
epoke 110 skis $135.00 87.95
4.87
7.50
knee socks
sorel premiums
47.50 35.62
danner.elk hunter
# 6806
. 106~00 68.90
0
all vests
35<1/off
all insulated par~?s
35% off
(no marmots)

woolrich chamois 21.50 11.82
woolrich alaskan 29.00 15.95 .
sierra design' 'cirrus" .
sleeping bag "
- 700 down
270.00,175.50
mad rlver'canoes
50.00 off .
old town canoes
75.00 off
,,)
.

'

An'd much,
much more.
March 14, 15 & 16 only-

r s

.515·Main -

344-3821
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us the clue about the life we are
Personally, I believeth'e support
expected to live: He Is the Son of
for PIRG would dwindle to a small
God, yet He so humbled Himself
percentage, say 5.1 percent.
that He came into the world in the
Fred, I stand by my comment
nature of an ordinary
man and
made at the State aoard meeting.
accepted the ignQminous death of
The people who have signed the
the cross in order to give us new
petition and have become enlightChrist
carried
out this
ened, have cited, without excep- _ life.
redemptive work in obedience to
tion, the intense pressure I've
His' Father's
will
and,
as a
mentioned.
If a majority
of
Editor, the Arbiter:
reward, God has given Him full
student's support "is all that PIRG
To the vocal 4.9 percent:
and perfect glory. This Is a good
has claimed," then repudiate my
I have seen alot of paper work
lesson for us.
claim by moving to a "positive
done by the so-called "silent 49
INa believe that Christ and His
check-off" system, (mentioned in" ,
percent."
They ask If the prochurch form His mystical
body
first paragraph),
at registration
posed method of funding for the
and that He is the head. Using the
and have the fees adjusted prior to
Public Interest Research Group is
human body as an analogy, St.
payment by students.
Just think
democratic .. No other fee colPaul points
out the unity
in
of the paperwork
PIRG would
lected from the students has the
diversity of Christ and Christians
save.
money back guarantee, and no
(1 Cor. 12). Again, 'Paul shows
Mke, I would speak out against
other fee on the statement was
that Christ has merited us resurany student organization
that Is
initiated by students themselves.
rectionby His own resurrectlcnot
granted special -status above the
If that is not democratic,
what
the body. At the same t,lme, we
other organizations
on campus.
would you call the fee for the
must remembe'r, that "If "anyone
The funny thing is PIRG is not a
pavilion and the other fees studoes not have the Spirit of Christ,
student organization.
PIRG would
dents are required to pay whether
he does 'notbelongto'
Christ"
not be recognized by ASBSU, nor
they use it or not?
(Rom 8a): To be, co-titers with
affiliated
In any way with the
They also assert that the Public
Christ and therefore sons of God,
university.
PIRGdoes
not allow
Interest Research Group is "BSU's
we must suffer with ,\-:lim (Rom
unlimited access for students of
own "IRS".
That is absurd. No
Boise State University to partici-.
8:17-18)~
'.,
one receives a full refund from the
Therefore readers, among other
pate.
IRS. Anyone (without filing!) can
, things, Easter reminds us to live a
Finally, Mke, labelling me "inreceive a full refund from the
life of self-denial,
with egotism
consistent"
is hardly a logical
Public Interest Research Group.
behind bars, amity in political
argument for PIRG. \I\buld that it
Come out of the closet 4.9
circles, no social evil to threaten
be so easy as character malignpercent, and bring to the students
the socletv..
Nowadays, we hear
ment. Years of student involveyour proposal for a group that a
of extreme modernism
in dress
ment speaks of itself. I simply ask'
majority of students could supwhich is mostly connected
with
you, Mke and Fred, and all the
port.
Then go out and get the
immodesty.'
INa attribute this to
other students on this campus to
signatures and stop t.he rhetoric!
ignorance
of the
purpose
of
think about PIRG and ask for both
Tony Lund
Easter.
sides.
Business Senator
At your disposal,
This year's Easter celebration is
Darrell Gustaveson
unique in that we are humbly
AS BSU Vice-Pres ident
begging
God to usher
some
measure of peace into the world.
Editor, The Arbiter:
I,J'..k remember our good and bad
If the students want PIRG, let
brothers and sisters in America,
the students have PIRG.
If the
Editor, The Arbiter:
Iran and Russia. INa also remem4,000 students who have signed
W'lile we shall soon be rejoicing
ber brothers and sisters in South
the petition truly want PIRG, they,
because of our Lord's triumphant
Africa, Angola, etc. who are still
can be counted on to check the
rising from death, we shall not
struggling against apartheid.
appropriate box on a registration
lose sight of the message which.
form. This would please the folks
Letus pray to God to inculate in
the tide imports.
Easter recalls
who don't want to take time to
us that the joy of anyone in the
to our minds a life of suffering ln
retrieve their $3.00, and give a
world is the joy of all and sadness
humility,
a 'life of absolute subtruer indication
of support
for
of one, the sadness of the rest. By
mission to the will of our Creator,
PIRG. This would in fact lend a
doing, human relations
on the
in consequence
to hope in our
stronger argument
in terms of
onward journey to be resurrected.
own resurrection on the last day.
.
Happy Easter,
student support to the State Board
Jesus Christ has already given
Eneje Venantius Osy.
of Education.

W,ithdrawal: '
Cold Turkey
In a little less thanthree weeks we will be on the downhill side of
the 1980 Spring Semester; mid-terms will be over, Spring break will
be just a memo i'Y , and the little mice of finals phobia will be
scrabbling
around in the student subconscious;
but .arnazlnqiy
enough, eVen at a date that far into the semester, students will still
be dropping classes-two
and a half months after they began last
January. In a ritual that Is probably as old as Boise State, students
will be hurrying to meet this semester's fvbrch 31st deadline for
dropping that class that's "Too much bother to _try and salvage." This
Spring's flurry of class dropping may ~tana out fror:n all those
countless sessions that have gone before It however, for It could very
welf be the last of Its kind; like lawns and places to park a car,
post-midsemester
withdrawals
may soon be extinct on the Boise
statacarroue.
extinction is being brought about by a proposal
passed by the Faculty Senate which WOUld. allow. students
to
withdraw (except by petition or with passing grades) only during the
first six weeks of a semester, after that it WGuid be sink or swim.
Wlile
the typical student reaction to this proposed change is
probably akin to that ofa child who is threatened with having its
security blanket wrenched from its grasp, the change deserves at
least grudging acceptance from students because of the improvementsit will bring to academics at Boise State.
The main beQeflt ofthe ' proposal is that It will compel students
who start having problems part way through the semester to take
positive rather than negative steps to remedy their situation:
as it
stands now, the typical responce toaproblem.class
is to t~ke the
easy way out and withdraw; under the new sys~em students Will have
to face up to their academic troubles by studying more and/or
seeking
help from professors
and tutors-these
actions
will
coritributeto
a student's education where as running out contributed
nothing. There will be an element of the hardcore to the new system
(although six weeks is really ample time for a person to decide on
whether or not to take a course), but the hardness of. the system will
eliminate
the quitting
attitude
fostered by the old withdrawal
procedure; this may prove helpful to students when they enter the
"real" world where it is quite impossible
to go halfway into an
undertaking and then expect to pull out of it scot free. The removal of
the late withdrawal option may also improve the quality of assistance
offered to students by tutors and professors who will no longer have
to face the disappointment
of trying to help a student only to watch
the student give up and withdraw halfway through the semester.
Further benefits of the new system include the elimination
of
academic games such as "musical classrooms,"
(this game involves
repeatedly signing up for a tough course in search of the most
lenient instructor of that course and then dropping when the going
gets rough-this
process can be kept up for years, to the benifit of no
one); and the elimination of the situation in which one participan~ in
a group project withdraWs late in the semester, leaving his former
classmates scrambling to cover the gap left by the desertion,
Of, course, along with the added responsibility
the change in
withdrawal dates Will bring there should also, be some corresponding
student freedoms; one sugge~tion
is that, since the withdrawal
period is to be shortened, students should no longer have to go
throuQh the red tape of getting their advisor's signature,
their
professors signature, and a note from their mom in order to wlthdraw_
from class. Wlether or not such a priviledgeis
included with the
proposal to shorten the withdrawal period, students should brace
themselves for the change in withdrawal dates, which requires only
0-. Keiser's signature to become effective. The change will naturally
prove a challenge to students capacity to circumvent academic rules,
but it wiil also serve to improve education at BSU; and after all,
education may just be the overriding reason for being at BSU in the
. first place, .
DB

The 4.9Percent-, -

The

An open letter to Neal Knight,
member of the "silent 49 percent":
First of all, M". Knight, I take
issue with your claim of being
"silent"
and with your claim of
representing
"49 percent" of the
students on this campus.
fvby I
suggest you rename your organization ''the vocal 4.9 percent. "
That'seems
much closer to the
truth and the truth is apparently
something you andyourgroup
try
(In your own way) to promote.
Second,
the choice
Is not
. "whether students should ta.'u3 the
time too apply tor their $3.00

E it r-

A Respbnse---

Happy' Easter! --

refund," the choice very clearly is
whether
the students
want .a
Public interest Research Group
(PIRG) established
at BSU and
whether they want it to have a
sound financial base.
WIlle your group quibbles over
the few minutes it takes to receive
a $3.00 refund, you either intentionally or inadvertently have overlooked one .very crucial aspect.
The $3.00 fee Increase could have
been .mandatory,
which
would
have guaraoteedthe
PIRG a much
stronger financial base than what
, CONTINUED
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the outset, to admit what the
Senate had already said about the
shah-which wins back the supby Garry Wlls
port that had trickled off from
Garter last summer. He placated
the right, and persuaded much of
the left. But he did it by denying
obtrusive realities. Now, to get
the hostaqes out, he edges toward
late and reluctant concession to a
truth he could- have produced at
the outset as the Senate's finding.
The memoirs of our recent
Trying to placate the right, be
rulers all testify to the way
inflamed ito-as Johnson and
American ties its own hands in
KIssinger did in Vietnam, and
foreign affairs. Every president,
Kennedy in Cuba. Unnecessary
every secretary of state, is enfirst concessions are followed by
couraged to lookover his shoulder
ultimate yleldings, which seem
toward the reaction of America's
right wing, ready to denounce any 'unavoidable, but become in the
right-wing rhetoric a new apreasonable compromise as appeasement.
.
peasement. Eugene Rostow adThe waste of it all is hard to
mitted that President Kennedy
state. Andrew Young was critiwent farther toward humiliating
cized, and finally dismissed, for a
Nikita Khrushchev than he had to,
failure of tact. But in this 'polltlcal
in the Cuban missile crisis-but
situation tact is often a synonym
added that this was necessary
for covering up the obvious, for
because Americans had not only
denial of the truth.
Henry
to win removal of the missiles, but
to be seen as forcing the Russians . KIssinger Is widely considered a .
great diplomat because he dodged I
to back off,
Wly?
Because,
or distorted the truth, and Andrew .
Rostow told the New Yorker, if
Young a failure because he faced
Kennedy had not been extremely
it. But, ultimately, history and
bellicose, the right wing would
way of getting
have called persuasively for steps .truth have
together; and, when they do,
of suicidal bellicosity.
W3 are watching a sad replay of . Young will be the real winner,
after short-term po!iticallosses.
that. scenario. Carter refuses, at

Art Supply
U)AHO'$ .LARGEST
DEALEI\

Young on Kissing~r
Andrew Young's gift as a diplomat was to get inside the
. feelings of those from other
countries. His liability 'was that
America puts little stock in that
essential art of diplomacy. W3
consider it treason to understand
an opposing nation instead of just
denouncing it. That is why we
mishandled Fidel Castro from the
outset, to our great loss.
I asked Young, last week, what
he thought of the misunderstandings that have arisen around the
fact-finding commission in Iran.
H3.dBani Sadr misled us? Young
went to the heart of Bani Sadr's
problem-how to control the student captors without defying
them. ''Those students are heroes
to the .: Iranian people," Young
said, "just as our hockey team is
to us." Imagine; for a minute,
President Garter bitterly denouncing Bic Heiden for not going
along with the proposal for a ban
on the Summer Olympics, and you
have some parallel for Bani Sadr's
denouncing the captors of our
embassy personnel.
The antiAmerican mood, created over
decades, has found a glorious
point of release-just as our
anti-Soviet mood found ttIn the
Olympic victory.
Young has a refreshing way of
-cutting through cant to the obvious. On the shah, he says we did
not have to defend or denounce
him at all. ''The Church Committee's report (on the CIA) already
criticized the CIA coup that put
the shah in power, and the
methods he used once he was
installed. W3 could 'have said,
simply, that the lk1ited States
Senate is on record documenting the. shah's failings."
Yet when Senator Kennedy
spoke out on these failings, he
was vilified for giving in to
terrorists. H3.dthe United States
Senate given in to those terrorists
when it Issued a report prior to the
kidnapping?
Wa should have
relied on that fact-finding commission, which would have released us from any response to
the Immediate pressures of terrorIsm.

o

Featuring

Major Brands:

Winsor Newton

Crescent Cardboard
Koh-l-Noor

. Permanent Pigments
F Weber

Strathmore
Chart Pak

Grumbacher

Liquitex

Sculpture House
Bienfang

Bee Peper

Speedball

Pickett

X-Acto

Ulano

Testrite

A·W-Faber
Pentalic'

Eberhard Faber
D'arches

Osmiroid

820 w. Jefferson 345-2564 Mon-Sat 9-5:30
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Cramer------....,.-CONTINUED

FROM

be to gain control of the Board of
Directors. Then, with your propensity towards innuendo and
sensationalism, the. PIRG would
quickly loose all credibility, 'request for student refunds would
soar, the' administration would'
feel duped and the State Board of
Ed'ucation would be mortified:
thus, the contract between the
PIRGand the University would not
be renewed,-and the image of the
PIRG would 'be forever tarnished.
Your mission accomplished, you
will have successfully precluded
any chance for PIRG's reorganization.

PAGE 4

could be attained by using a
refundable fee system. A strong
financial base, as any high school
business student would attest to,
is essential to ensuring a credible,
effective organization. Third, your contention that the
PiRG's "democratic action has
deprived students of their economic and political liberties" is
ludicrous.
Wlen the PIRG is
established, you will still have the
"economic liberty" of regaining
the $3.00 of your student fees
earmarked for the PIRG. You will
also still have the "political liberty" to obtain a position on the
PIRG's Board of Directors and
pursue the Issue of "consumer
fraud" Which you have alleged the
PIRG has perpetrated upon BSU.
Finally, if your group's intentions are to undermine the efforts
of the PIRG, I would recommend
.you resist from making the absurd
accusations that nearly 4,000 BSU
students-whose average age is
27-havebeen coerced into signing the PIRG petition. Your rrost
effective strategy would obviously

smcereiv,

MkeCramer
. ASBSUPresident
P.S: M/ faith in the better judge-ment of the BSU students to
recognize a candidate's integrity
allows me to sleep at night,
knowing the chances of demagogues (or would the label reactionaries' be more appropriate) to
actually gain control of the PIRG's
Board of Directors is 'nil to none.

p.
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Coming Soon to
EASTGATESHOPPlNG CENTER
610 East Boise Avenue

Game Room

Discount for
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Now at Zales! Distinctive

Black Hills Gold FashionJewelry!
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See our complete selection of delicately
tinted Black Hills gold jewelry, crafted
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Ilsrn Still
s li r

by Mchelle Hartell
Associate 8:lltor
BSlJ-Associated students of
Boise State University (ASBSU)
Senator Bev Nichol and BSU head
librarian, Tim Brown met last
week in an -atternpt to solve the
problem of vandalism, noise and
'misconduct in the library, but
came up with no answer,

Broadway Ave.

Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium

Problems Nichol and Brown had
to deal with were noise by groups
and general horseplay, fumiture
destruction and wall graffitti,
chewing tobacco in cups left on
tables and spit on the floor and
booze bottles left under desks.
In evaluation of the problems
Nichol said, "Students must make

violators aware that there is
dislike for their conduct and make.
staff aware of violators and violations."
.
Nichol feels that the problem
deals wIth the need to respect the
library which is the property of all
students and respect fellow students in their desire to study,
Nichol said,
all get
thoughtless about others from
time to tlme and we all need to be
reminded,"
Tim
Brown, . University
Librarian, has an office located on
the first floor of the library. For
directions, ask at the circulation
desk. Brown welcomes .student
suggestions for remedies. and
wants to know of problems found
in the library.

"we

Daye reo Fu_nds
Accounting Panel
DiscussionMarch 1'3
BSU's accounting club, the Abacus, will
sponsor a free public lecture and panel discussion
on working
with corporate
versus small
accounting firms Thursday, March 13 at 3 p.rn, In
room 207 of the Business Building.
Representing large accounting firms will be
Ray Cookingham, disc memory division controller
at Hewletl-Packard, and Sharon Allen, audit
supervisor, or another member of Touche Ross &
Company, will be on hand to represent local
certified public accountants.
Each of the two panol members will talk for 15
minutes, followed by. a 3O-mlnute question and
answer period.

Master's Exam Filing Date
Friday, March 14 Is the last day for students to
file with departments for their IInnl mastor's
degree written exam.

Proxmire to Visit Boise State
Senator William Proxmlre of Wisconsin will be
at Boise State University Saturday, March 15 jar a
public lecture on the misuse of government funds.
The talk will begin at 8 p.m. In the Student
Union Ballroom. Tickets can be purchased at the
door for $3 general and $1 student admission.

VITA

Volunteer Income tax assistance' will be
available throuqh April 15 In the Ada Lounge of

the Student Union Building, Wednesdays from 3
to 8:30 p.rn., and Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
.

Humanities
Fellowship Deadline
March 15 Is the application' deadline for
summer fellowships from the Assoclatlon for the
Humanities In Idaho.

Peace Corps/Vista
on Campus March 16-20
Peace Corps and Vista recruiters will be In the
Student Union Lobby for .Interviews
and
Information March 16-20 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.rn.
each day.

Summer Science
Program Funded by NSF
A National Science Foundation (NSF) grant of
$20,000 10 Boise State University will fund a
fourth session of summer science training for
talentM Idaho high school Jun!ors.
The BSU Honora Program Summer Institute,
June 6-July 18,.ls one of 111 NSF funded student
science training projects offering college level
Instruction and laboratory work to science
oriented high school students.
Applications for the summer Instltuto, due by
April 1, may be obtained from Dr. WilHam P.
Mech, director of the BSU Honors Program, Boise
State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.

Information for this space Is provided by the Office of Information Services, Ad. Bldg., Rm 123,.or phone 385-1562

to e H ~
A federal bill providing $3
billion for social service funds is
being pigeonholed in a joint ad hoc committee because of a rider
attached which calls for a windfall
profits tax.
Wth no funds coming from the
federal govemment, the state
government has been picking up
the sizeable tab, according to
Wl1iam M:lcFarlahd, Health and
Wllfare Social Services manager
for this area of Idaho, and Idaho
can no longer afford to do it.
''The bill passed the Senate on
OCtober 29, 1979, and a slrnllar
one passed the l-ouse on August
2." Said M!cFarlandr "It's been in
committee ever since. Wl can no
longer bank on HR3434 coming
out in the near future."
Title XX of this bill pays
day-care expenses for welfare
recipients, most of whom are
attending school.
About 20 families In Region 4
(Ada County) and 150 statewide
were cut from assistance and can
receive aid from no other existing
program, said rv'acFarland.
Twenty three families in' Ada
County. were able to shift to
. another funding program, such as
CErA and WN, as were 150
families statewide.
!-bwever,· CErA can provide
.funds only for those in vocationaloriented programs - and for no
more than one year, said Ilene'Ball
of CErA. To qualify for WN, the

student must 'be involved in
institutional training lasting no
more than one year and leading to
employment, according to Bien
Wllch, an administrator of WN.
The loss of the child care funds
could have adverse effectS on
many BSU students according to
MM de Sugiyama, Co-Chairman
of the BSU D:l.ycare Center Board
of Directors.
_
"You'd think that the govemment would be willing to pay a
little money to care for my child
while I get an education to get me
off welfare," said VemonicaStitt,
a Boise State freshman.
Lynn Marsh,
a Women's
Alliance member, and Stitt both
suggested the formation of a
babysitting co-op for affected
students, using Vlbmen's Alliance
as a base.
I\Iarsh thinks the
women should organize to "make
noise" and pressure congressmen
to deal with the cut in federal
fundinll·
But the BSU Vlbmen's Alliance
has not responded with any
support, said Christie Hurlman,
member of the BSU Child Gare
Cenler Board. ''They (the Alliance) have said 'Yes, we support
you, we'll get back to you, but
they never do," said Hurlman.
"I'm still waiting."
If action on the bill is not taken
before September 3D, 1980, the
bill automatically dies.
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Campus Digest News Setvice
M education
advisory
panel
has made proposals designed to
resolve a dispute with colleges,
over payment of GI Bill education
benefits to veterans. The Veterans
Administration'
Is studying
the
proposals but its officials say they
are not sure whether they should
follow the panel 'a recommenda-'
tions.
• VA officials are caught in the
middle of a conflict between the
!-buse of Representatives and the
Senate, over how
liberal
the,
government should beln awarding
benefits to veterans enrolled in
non-traditional
education
programs.

ChessTeam
Places' First
The Boise State "A" chess team
won first
place in the ACUI
Regional Championships
held in
Pullman,
IJI.I:lshington
February
22-23, thereby gaining thatltle of
the best collegiate chess team in
the Pacific Northwest.
rv13mbers of the "A" team are
Richard Burchett,
current Idaho
state chess champion, and Larry
Parsons, 1979 Idaho State champion and current BSU champion.
Burchett
and Parsons
together
scored seven points out of, ten
(each player scored three-andone-half out of five) to win the
tournament.
Craig Mlrre and Dave MIsko
also traveled to represent Boise
State as the BSU "B"team.

Cut

yond the present 10-yearllmit.
The advisory, panel's
recomThe bill would also eliminate a
mendationswould
mean .rnalor
rule which limits the number of
changes in the so-called contactstudent-aid
recipients
who can
hour or seat-time
rule, which
. requires that veterans spend at
enroll in anyone class.
VA officials said that this rule
least 12 hours a week In. the .
classroom
to qualify
for full
was enforced to keep down the
benetlts.
number of fly-by-night
educationThe panel proposes that these .' aJ programs
setup
to collect
regulations be changed and that
payments from ex-GI's.
credit be based on time spent in
rv13anwhile, colleges
are also .
class or independent study during
complaining
to the VA
about
an entire semester or term, rather
what they feel are over-restrictive
than on a weekly basis.
measures.
Mother recommendation
would
T1iree tnstltutions
have filed
ensure
that
non-tradltlonal
suits lrifederal courts challenging
courses and self-paced programs
the constitutionality
of the conbe treated the same as reqular
tact-hour requtatlcn.
In February,
courses,
provided
that. similar
a Mchlgan
federal court began
amounts of work are required.
hearing the case involving
the
. I'vbny Senators seem willing to
adult-Ieaming
program at Wiyne
accept the plan, but a VA official
State University.
said that the lawmakers
In the
The chairman
of the Senate
!-buse are in favor of a "more
Committee on Veterans' Affairs,
traditional
interpretation
of the
California
Democrat
Alan
Cranston,
said he wiil hold a
law."
series of Investigative hearings to
Because of these demands from
find out If the VA
and other
the House, there is speculation
government agencies are helping
that the VA might not accept the
Vietnam-era
veterans
adjust to
panel's proposals until Congress
civilian life.
acts on several other proposals
Cranston said his committee
pending before it.
''will examine why some veterans
The Senate was expected to
have not benefited from federal
pass a bill that would extend the
programs designed to help them,
time that certain veterans coujd
and whether new programs will
use their education benefits behelp their readjustment."

Stere,o
Issue

•

BSU
CREDIT
Castles & New Wine
in Cologne
",
Chaucer's England
& London Pubs
Roman Ruins &
Medieval Palaces
in Avignon
BSU STUDIES' ABROAD
& Information

Applications

TAilORING,
DESIGN,
ALTeRATIONS
& SKI WEAR

LA212

3111 State Street
Boise, Idaho 83703

Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus

Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches.
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

Next Week
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rrJ~Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South of Bronco Stadium

ICE
WHO ELSEWANTS TO
GAIN WEIGHT FAST?

0,0 they swap the BIBle

I gained 231bs, in 18 days, . Easy one-step
formula really gfves results in a hurry. It's
recomended by experts and avai lable
anywhere for only pennies a day, ,Stop
embarrasment - Gain pride and confidence,
Look and feel the way you've always wanted to
and do it fast. You'll begin getting results the
first day you _ receive this amazing new
program, Send- name, address, age and
$9.95 to- Gain dept- 1C 369 Basalt, Idaho
Falls, Idaho 83401

•

rARTS fOR •
D.M.W .• e.tJ'fU ',.
• DATIUH • flAT • HONDA.
MEftC£D£S.DEHZ
• MG • oPEL
• PINTO • 'OMan.
TOYOTA.
11UUMI'H • VOlVO
• VDUtSWAOlH

student
.
.Discounts Available

:i p_ ftsinc~
1578 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE
HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON·FRt 8:30 AM
lllL NOON SATURDAY

330-0258
~~

Indeed noll
From beginning tit
end, the Episcopal Prayer Book IS
the Bible
some form or another ..
It·s possibly the IInest key available
to understanding
the Bible.
The
person who uses this book faithfully
finds himself reading
the New
Testament
twice and the Old
Testament once In a year's time.
The Prayer Book Is so arranged
that the minister cannot depart
from the Bible.
He Is prevented
from dealing In Ideas that have no
BibliCal foundallon ... or from belaboring his congregallon, over and
over,
with
his own
favorite
passages.
'.
Episcopalians are never required
to accept any belief that cannot be
proved from, or Is not agreeable to,
the teachings of Holy Scripture.
Your nearest
Episcopal
minister
would be happy to oxplaln why, for
him and his collllfOgatlon, ths Blblo
will IlIlVllr be obsolete.
It's ell 8
mailer of vlewpolnt ... s·nd thero's
no obligation on your part II you'd
like to undllrnland -the Episcopal
vlowpolnt.
_

In

Roundtrip
'from Chicago
to Luxembourg

Roundtrip from
New York .' .
to Luxembourg

Confirmed
reservaricns
s free
no restrictions on stays to 1 yr.
from U.S. from March 10 thru
prices subject to change and
rickets in the U.S.

'FOREIGN CAR"PARTS
:5g.,~sftw:.~

~ORa pRayeR Book?

wine with dinner. cognac after>
or advance purchase.
Prices valid
May 14, 1980. All schedules
and
government
approval.
Purchase

'~I ~e;;;;;:ravel'a~ent
~;:rit;-;;ePt.-;~--'--:-----'
Icelandair P.O. Box 105,
•
.
I. West Hempstead .. NY 11552.
.
in NYC, 757·8585; elsewhere.
call 800-555-1212
I Call
toll·free number in your area.
I Please send me: 0 An Ieelandair flight timetable .

t
_I

I
I
I

Name
Address
City
State

OYour European
Vacations
---, __
...:....
--------:---~--

brochure

a

One t\f serlll3 presented by'
"Those Crazy Episcopalians"
. In your area.

for the

YSU'

.
r

.
_

__ ---------'------Zip.p

IL_~tilly~rbestval~ro~~oP~
ICfELANDAIR

_

JflIP..
~

Th\ls!l,ldent org8l)Ization of .
Christian fellowship, study ,and
worship In the EpisCopal tradition.
Moots Wednesdays d.St. Paul
catholic Student, COnter, 1915
University Drive. 7:00 '1'.11'1.
EUcharist. 1':30 p.m. Canterbury
• Club mOO\,lng.
(No mooting during Spring Break:)
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doing with education' dollars.
This Increased information from
important fw.:et
()f human
development.
Equal
opportunity
the lobby would be helpful; but,
should begin at birth, however, so
only if it were communicated back
that Interest and inwlvernent in
to the students for their feedback"
women's and men's sports can
as president it Would be a top
make all such numbers as litle IX
priority to make sure that this
obsolete. For come reason, this
communication to"the students be
ideal escapes becoming reality;
continued.'
Only with student
thus careful, quick implementaconcern and inwlvernent can we'
tion "of equal funding at the
hope to be successful in keeping,
college level should receive high
or improving our education at a
priority.
minimum increase in the cost.
In regard to the multi-purpose
Representation
pavilion, It can be summed up In·
Given a clear sense of direction
"Student funded,
and continued support, two stu- .one phrase:
student controlled.
Not only
dent senators can adequately
represent a school In ASBSU should students have first priority,
but.also we should find ways for
government, especially with the
those students, who will be
new system of staggered elecalumni when the pavilion Is fintlons which provides for needed
ished, to gain some benefit from
continuity. tvbre governors do not
the pavilion.
necessarily mean good govemPeople have asked me my views
ment; good government results
about PIRG, Iwould like to answer
from effective and sensitive manthis in two parts. First, I have no
agement prectlces.
.
objection to PIRG forming on
Per Capita Spending
. campus; as I would not object to
Idaho also holds a low position
most any private organization
(relative to other states) on per
backed by a group of students
capita incomes. Neither position
forming on campus. I-bwever, I
is desireable. (P.S. MJre educa- 'cannot agree with university fees
tion usually results In higher
being used to support a private
incomes-an argument for adaorganization. Secondaly, I do not
quate funding for education.)
believe the issueof PIRG is on the
same level of importance with
Comment
other issues, such as the battle
Every effective leader follows a
against in-state tuition and condream. tvtj dream of the last few' trol of the multi-purpose pavilion.
years is for the Boise State
The President must have supcampus to fairly hum with the
port and confidence of the stuactlvity and excitement of aware
dents in order to be able to deal
and involved students working
effectively with the state leglslatogether in thousands of ways to
ture and the state board of
create a better, freer way of life for
education. This can only happen
each individual in our society. I
through increased communication
am prepared for the hard work and
between student govemment and
self-Inwlvement stili necessary
all students. Wth your help and
for bringing this dream closer to
support I will lead a stronger
reality.
student voice at the state legislaYour support and commitment,
ture and more unified Boise State
however are equally needed If we
U1iversity in defense of student
are to accomplish this desired
rights."
goal. Our one common experiNote (D.B. Editor):
ence is that we are all students at
Wlson stated that those quesBoise State U1iversity. Let's work
tlons
concerning
Selective
together to make this common
Service, the 1% initiative, equal
experience work for us.
funding of sports for both' sexes,
...,.-__
---"" BSU Senate Representation, and
Idaho's low per capita spending
tor'educatlon were of no relevance
to the campaign.

Qualifications
-2V2 years editor of the U1lversity
Arbiter
-Vice-chairman BSU Core Curriculum Revision Committee
-M3mber BSU Arts and Humanities Building Committee
-M3mber BSU tvbrrison Project
Committee
-M3mber English D9p't. Faculty
Affairs Committee
-M3mber ~BSU
I-bmecoming
Committee (2 yeans)
-tv1ember ASBSU President's
Council
-Initated Idea of U1iversity Community Arts Association
-Initiated Idea of campus Forum
-Contributed to "Friends of BSU"
project
-CQntributed to upgrading of
I-bmecoming Queen post
-Contributed to cold-drill (3 years)
-V\brked with State Board' of
Education and Idaho State Legislature on behalf of students
PIRG
The issue of P.I.R.G. Is complex.
It raises questions about the
proposed funding system,' but
more importantly, it again raises
the question of students' influence on adrninlstratlve- decisions
(remember the Pavilion'?). Nearly
4,000 students have requested
that P.I.R.G. be established and
funded at BSU. That request
deserves to be honored by the
State Board of Education.
Should P.I.R.G. become a reality on campus, I believe students
have the maturity and are responsible enough to monitor t~e
organization's goals, methods,and use of funds.
Pavilion
Wth construction of the Pavilion
underway, it Is imperative that a)
students have a strong wice in
govemlng the facility; and b}
student privileges, student facilities, and student access be given
top priority.
Selective Service
National pre-registr<ltlon of men
• and women logically preceeds a
national jjraft.
Historically, a
national draft has preceeded war.
I am opposed to war.
One Percent •
Wthin an integrated unit such as
Boise State U1lversity, whatever
affects a part, affects the whole.
Ultimately and unfortunately, students, who provide the reasons for
the existence of universities, will
,bear the brunt of any underfundlng, no matter What the cause.
litle IX
Participation
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Neal Wilson
" "The upcoming school year willi
be a pivotal year for edlication In
the state of Idaho; therefore, it Is
imperative that we as students,
elect representatives.who
will
effectively represent us at thel
state legislature. If we are to have
any control over the future of our
education, then we must be
inwlved and ready to fight for it
now.
To this end, I would like to see a
permanent lobby set up' and
controlled . by. the three major
university student govemments In
.the state.Thlsperm~ent
lobby
'M)uld allow formore information
bSlng made available to the students on what the legislature Is

<.'' '·.·---.''."fiiii--·'Iiliili •• --.'.' '.'.'
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One Percent
I feel that education at SSU has
been cut about as much as
possible. If it comes down to sink
or swim or any further cuts,
athletics should be cut before
education. Education is first and
foremost. I voted against the 1
percent because I felt It was aimed
at th~ wrong Q.ovemment.

Comment
Communication between students
and govemment is lacking :and I
will work to improve it. ' I am
highly critical of the lack ofquaJity
publicity about the elections. and
proce~s of candidacy.
tvbre
students could and should be
running for office.
I encourage
everyone to get out and wte.
COn't gripe if you don't vote.

'Beth S.Young

-Steve Marcum
Qualifications
Issueresolu1ion'isSEfondary
to
the primary purpose and function
of a vice president. As a vice
president, most of my time would
be spentwo~ng with the senate,
taking charge of senate meetings
as the chairman of that body, and
E:lXecutingthe senate's decillions.
•

i":j'--'

Qualifications
" '
II'm presently an ASBSU Senator
and serve on several committees
for the ASBSU. Wth this ASBSU
preparation I feel that I can
perform well In office.
':'

'.

PIAG
I support PIAG and feel that If
nearly 4,000 students have attached their signatures to the
petitlon, the Board' of Education
should honor the request of
stlldents. Jhe fees seam t!J hava

1111•••••••
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Per Capita
Although our standard of living
might be considered also low,
per capita spending in Idaho is
perl1apslower. I think it should be
raised. I-bwever, we are getting
good quality education for the
dollar and this quality should be
maintained.
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Selective Service
I
Wlile I have reservations aoout '
the necessity of a draft, I do I
support Pres. Carter's proposal for
Selective Service registration. Our
brothers, our fathers, and our
forefathers have sacrificed their
pursuit of happiness, their lives,
and their limbs for the freedoms
and pleasures which we enjoy and
often take for granted. . Wlen
military action is decided to be
necessary by a democratic majorIty, everyone has a right and a
duty to serve their country. Those
who cannot fight can serve In
other ways.

o
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litle IX
;Equal funding does not necessarily mean equal opportunities; nor I
do equal opportunities require'
equal funding. Equal opportunity
in the area of sports should be i
examined on acase by case basis. I

-I

""'"'!

Pavilion
Iwas against the pavilion and the
mandatory collection of $40.00 In
fees for astructure that had little
student support. Now that it is
going to be built I would like to
see the plans 'for student offices
and meeting rooms kept lntact. I
am serving ona committee. to see
that the
Pavilion
Board of
Govemors has a student majority
serving on It..

Pavilion
The pavilion is "on and cannot be
stopped now. Since students are
paying for most of the structure,
students should be given direct
control. Specifically, I favor a 51
percent or greater representation
of students on the controlling
Board of Govemors made up of
student govemment officers and
students at large.

It

Sally Thomas

some opposition, but students
should be glaQ to' pay $-'tOOthat
they can have retumed -for a
program' that has such strong
support.

Issue resolution as you can see,ls
limited to a Vice President's
appointments within the Senate or
succession of the President. A
vice president must be a strong
leader and parliamentarian; I feel
my parliamentary and debate experience .as a' Senator from the
School of Business, and my past
experience with ASBSU's constitution as an Associate Justice
more tnan qualify me fo'r the
.position.
In addition to these
positions,' I have been a member
of several other' committees .

;\:~"
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Beth S. Young
Selective Service
As a veteran I am opposed to war
and feel that a military build up at
this time would give our leaders
the "go-ahead" to go to war in the
name of jingoism.
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One Percent
wh
If all of the 3 percent sales tax
money went to education we, ere
could probably get by with no fee eVl
increases. As it is we'll probably sb
see fee increases in the near TIl
future because the state will
I;
probably cut us bock to save do
money to communities that are 511
hurt by the 1 percent.

Re
litle IX
For women atheletes to share the
wealth would be a dream come
true. There are already many more
female sports teams than there
were .a few years ago and the
interest is there not illSt with men
as has been true in the past. The
money would be well spent.
Per Capita
It Is eVIdent by the quality of both
primary and secondary education,
and recently the move to take from
the college level and give it to the
lower levels would have brought
higher education down too.
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~s and Science
}uallflcatlons
luniorclass standing. Iv'ember of
3SUHomecoming Committee for
md year. 1980 president of I.F.C.
)trong imdcontinulng Interest In
student government.

..

ASBSU Sections are coming up next \I\tldnesday and Thursday. Every.
Selectl\il3Service; 5) 1% as It relates to BSU; 6) Tltle IX (equal funding for
full-time student at BSU can vote-no other qualifications needed. To
sports); 7) ASBSU Constitutional Amendment limiting representation to
help voters make Informed choices, the University Arbiter asked eech
t'NOSenators per school; 8) Idaho's low position on per-caplta spending
~ candidate to answer a list of questions complied by the paper's news
for education; and 9) gene.-al comments. Candidates' responses are
. . staff. The questions asked for statements on 1) the candidate's
listed alphabetically by the office below.
·-!""..;q_Ual_I_f1ca-:.,tlo.;..n
...s,;.;..;2)_I_dah-:.,0_P
....I..,;.R_.G,;,..,;.;
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PIRG
_
The concept Is good but there are
many aspects which are unclear.
Mlre time and consideration
should be given before any decisions can be made.

ourbasketballteam to play. Wlat
bothers me is the day care center
why have one .there when we
already have them all around the
campus umttes ,already serving
the school.

Pavilion
Policy for use and student dominated control board should be
established now, before construction Is completed. _

Selective SetVlce
I am In favor of the Selective
Service as long as It ls- for ttie
protection of our country.
If
women are In favorof the ERA and
want all their rights then I think
they should also be selected.

PIRG
support the concept and I feel
PIRGshould be given the chance
to prove Its claims. Hlwever, I
NOuldlike to see someone else
besides PIRG refunding the student fees used to support PIRG.
Because it would not be in their
best interests to aggressively
refund those fees. If PIRG can do
what they say they can do, they
have my support. If not I would
lead the effort to see their presence removed from Boise State.
I

Selective Service
I feel that there should be registration but I don't think that there
should be any reinstatement of
the draft unless there is a national
emergency.
One Percent
I can't take a stand on an issue
that I really have no jurisdiction

over.

Pavilion
I feel. the pavilion must be student
controlled and I will work to see
that it is.

litle IX
Ithink It's great! V\bmen's sports
are rising In populsrtty fast and I
thlnk women should have the
same amount of money spent on
them. Especially In advertising If
more people knew about the
womens sports. going on more
people will attend the events.

One Percent
I hope that the Quality of education IMIn't decline. Ihope it won't
mean that supply'S such as lab
equipment, or other teaching aids
will become scarce. I feel that If
cuts must be made then It should
happen to administrative functions I.e., fewer secretaries.
:mielX
I think it Is excellent.
knows that to achieve athletic
excellence it takes good equipment, an adequate facility for
practice, and Qualified coaching.
It doesn't matter If you are a man
ora woman.

litle IX
'
V\bmens athletics are important . Representation
and do deserve necessary fund-;: .Ldon't.llke it because I don't think
Selective Service
Ing. But I think all athletics are
one person can represent a school
I support the idea of registering
going to suffer because of the One
and do it well. Two people is just
young people for military service.
Percent tax initiative.
about right and anymore probably
would cause confusion.
I just
It would greatly enhance the
wish more people would get
nation's preparedness In the evant , Representation
Interest In the ASB because the
of a major conflict.
The draft,
This gives equal representation to
student govemment Is making
however, I oppose and will coneach school no matter what. the
decisions for the students and
tinue to oppose unless this
student size of the school. Wlich
they should be aware.
country were to become involved can be viewed as either good or
in a conflict which was supported
bad depending on which school
Per Caplta"Spendlng
by a majority of the youth of this
the student Is In. But I feel that
I'm reallyconcemed about this If it
nation.
this will work best overall for the
means we could lose the Home
Ullverslty as a whole.
8::. cepartment. lt could lead to
One Percent
;many losses to everyone. I don't
The' general populous.
High
Per Capita Spending
want to see students having to pay
education Is a sign of national
Sad! But there are many areas in
anymore tuition than they have to
strength and educated individuals
Idaho that do not receive adequate
now.
are statistically less apt to befunding.
'
come criminals and tend to make
moreoftheir lives. They also tend
to be better Infonned of the issues
which Is important hi a democracy. Higher education. Is in
everyone's interest and the burden
should be shared by everyone.
ntle IX
I
I agree with the concept but I
doubt if it's workable in all
situations.
~ I

t EducaUon
Oualiflcatlons
I'm a Jr. working on a double
major in Political Science and
Education. I'm currently the night
rnanaqer at the SUB and have been
involved with organizations such
as Circle K, Key Club, National
i-bnor Society, etc,
I'm also
interested in Student Gov't and
"would like to give it my best.

l:;&~~~~~ll
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Debbie Brooks

I

Education
Qualifications
English, Secondary Education
major. Experience (appointed to
senate this semester) chaired
many committees, Board of directors, etc.

IPIRG
I support the concept. I am not
sure I support the method of
I financing that Is now before the
senate and Board of Education.
I

Pavilion
I support the niultl-purpose pavillonas a much needed meeting and
event space. In addition the child
care center housed in the pavilion
is wry needed.

Representation
,
The Senate can and should be a
learning expertance for students.
Limiting that experience or lirrfting the number of students who I
actively shape the course of the
ASBSU would not be In the best
interests of the student body.

I:Selective
Service
I am very against the draft, as a

I

Per Capi~a Spending
it Is a result of Idaho's low
population In comparison to other
states. The 1% certainly will not
ho-he..,..IP.",....,.h_ig_h_er..,..ed..,.,..,u_c_at_lo_n_e_i_th_er_.
__
-i Business
Qualifications
Ifeel that with my ability to listen
to people and then speak up about
problems Is my biggest asset. I've
been an officer of a dormitory and
a member of the Interhall Judicial
Board; I have served on many
committees for donnitory procedu~ and decisions.

Kay" Kemp

PIRG
I'm both in favor and against the
PIRG. I'm against because we,
really haven't heard what kind of
.research this group Is going to do
or how the students. or advisors
are going to be picked to run thiS
group If It does pass. I am In favor
of it because the State Board did
allow a $40 Increase In student
fees for the Pavillion and It ,would
be wrong If they didn't pass this:
The big question Is Is It" really
going to help US?
Pavilion The pavilion when It is finished Is
going to be great asset for BSU.
It Is going to he!pthe PhysIcal
Education department greatly and
we Will finally haves nice place for

a

former activist In the anti-war
movement and as a mother of
draft age children (both male and
female).
BusineSs
Qualifications
Iwas appointed to the Position of
Senator in fall 1979, and have
gained on the job experience.
But, the most Important qualification for myself or anyone else is
simply being a student on this
campus.
PIRG
.
I still haven't decided on PIRG.
I'm still looking at all of the Pro's
and Con's. Its a big issue that
needs lots of consideration.
Pavilion
Originally I was opposed to the
pavillion. But now that It Is ready
to be built the only reasonable
thing to do is to support it and to
see that it will be ran in an
efficient manner, and to see to It
that students are the ones that It
wi Ii benefit.
I Wisn there were other .altematlves, because It doesn't seem
right tosend Stich young men to
doacountry's dirtywork.

One Percent
I don't feel that higher education
or any education should suffer
because the property owners are
in a tax bind. Another form of
support may become necessary.

PIRG
I think PIRGcan and will be very
helpfUl to the students and the
students involved. The request of
$3.00 is not all that much anyrrore
not when compaired to the instate
tuition.
Pavilion
The pavilion is going to be Quite
the thing. I thiQk it should be
student run and student used as
Imuch as possible. Wlo's paying
for it?
Selective Service
First of all, Right now is only
registration not the draft as is well
known. I personally don't mind
the idea.
I don't think it is
necessary for women but for men I
don't think It would be such a bad
. idea.
One Percent
I feel that the 1% tax initiative
wasn't that good of a bill to begin
with. It was poorly written and
was passed without much thought
by many people. I'm not for
instate tuition but think the
Brundt should probably be taken
from the state at large for the
Ullversltles are for the benefit of
the state and its people. Wlat I
would really like to see is a New
Bill.

TItle IX
There is more to litle IX than
sports.
It Is somewhat of an
"AERA" for educational Institutions.
I feel there are many
interpretations and the decisions
must be made In court.
Representation
I don't like it! Theonly way thall
would support It Isif there were a
bi-cameral system initiated to give
population of each school a vote.

I Per Capita

litle IX
I think its only fair. Wly not?
Representation I don't see anything wrong with it
except that it might mean less
repres.entation in each school but
.with an active involved senator the·
lone position shouldn't be missed ..

I

:Per capita spending
_
I don't like it.
Education is
important for Idaho. Wly not
spend money for something that
will bring a retum.
Education
:lhould be on the top list.

Bev Nichol

I feel that Idaho youth is suffering
Health Science
in the long run because of some· , Qualifications
misguided priorities In the legislaNo one~else has been interested
ture.
enough 'to do the job. Comment
Iwant to see the students of BSU
become rrore, not less, Involved
in the spending of their student
fees~ The only way this can
happen Is if they are rrore aware
. of what goes on In the student ,
government.
.

-PIRG
I'm very much in favor of PIRG,
Students need information on
student issues that has been
researched not hearSay and @ssip. ' ~qNTINUED

TO ~AGE
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Pro and Anti Draft

Join
the

taft!

.Student Opinion Seems Even
"

.

(National On-eampus Report)
V'lAthall the attention focused
on campus protests .against resumption of draft registratlpn, It
might be assumed that today's
college students are eager to
. follow the trail blazed by the
students of the late '6Ds.
But a closer examination of
~various surveys reveals that the
reaction of students to president'
Carter's call tor a resumption of
, Selective Service registration can

only be described as mixed.
Nbst surveys were decided by
narrow margins. In some, students favored registration while
;in others they opposed It, yet said
they'd fight if drafted..
The
,strongly pro-draft sentiment of
students at a few schools is -,a
'clear indication that the nationalist sentiment evoked by the'
Iranian crisis hasn't died out.· .
Several informal campus surveys showed no clear consensus,

We Need
,Writers Now
Students Apply
8 to 4:30
The University

385-1464

STlQS UP MOQ-G
THAN A NUCL-8AQ

WI-lAT

but students on both sides expressed strong feelings, a fact
which might account for confrontations between pro;' and antidraft forces during demonstrations at Columbia U. and the U. of
Texas.
The d@ft was the focal point of
a Feb. 15 W11te House meeting of
about 200 student govemment
leaders from across the country.
Yet after day-long briefings from'
the Garter administration's top
domestic and foreign policy advisers, there was no definitive
report on the students' feelings
about the draft.
One student
govemment president, who admitted he was pro-registration
prior to the meeting, said that
while vocal members of the student delegation opposed the draft,
'a majority of those present
cheered his statement of support.
Another student leader, admittedly anti-draft, said he felt rrost
of the students favored Carter's
registration plan coming into the
meeting, but changed their minds
after hearing ''the weak rationale"
offered by the administration for
resuming registration.

-EXC IT-EMENT
DiSA6T-EQ., 1

Columbia

~~J(·8S R-fCOQDS"-

"BUDGET

YOU BACK 1

TlMB

Beverly Nichol
Pavilion
I've favored the Pavilion from the
start but I'm angry about the 600
seat sale by BAA. A PIRG would
have exposed that move to students.
Selective Service
I'm opposed to Selective service.
Mlltary service should be attractive enough to volunteer.
One Percent
'-!'-b all have to bear the brunt, but
athletics should betow on the
priorities list.
Title IX
Absolutely favor Title IX.
Representation
Good idea. That's a wort<able
number for the senate even
though its not representative of
the number of students.
Per Capita Spending
I hate it. Educated citizens cost
man?y and Idaho needs all the,
Educated citizens it can produce.

Mchael tv'eadand Fred Hall are
also running for the two Vo-Tech
senate seats but were unavailable
for photos or interviews.

US Students
seek Control
_ A Congressional resolution advocating student control of mandatory fees is being sought by the
United States Studenf Association.
Such
resolution would
enable students to more effectively lobby state legislatures for
laws that enable them to allocate
fees.

a

PRI

TO
C6S

·.1Q-fAC0 W-:)Sor 1ZJolLars.

List

produc+'

'* Parliamenl'ory.
QndFol'6nsw
fJxporiaooe as a Seootor
. * Judicial
ellperi~nce as 9n
Associate Justice

-f-EATtJRiNG: CWfAP TRick, DAN-FOGELBERG ,T€DNU<:JENT
802 5CAqg6. POCO PLU5-JAZZ.SOUL.AND~·MORJC!·~

STEVE MARCUM
CAN DOnlEJOBf

.-1222.~·13ROADWAY. 336~4122 ends

Marcum. for 'vice..president
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(BSU)- The women's gymnastics
team, ranked third In the nation
among Division II schools, deteated the Mmtana State Bobcats
1-36-75to 134.00. The team score
of 136.75 shattered the old school
record .of 133.35 set earlier. this
season.
The Broncos end the regular
- season undefeated in Division II
competition and 13-8 overall.
"This was the finest performance I have seen by a Boise
State team. The team ettort was
outstanding. They were ready to
compete at home and showed it
with top-notch routines," said

tion with an 8:85, followed by
teammates Lori Talbot and Kelly
Parker.

BSU coach John Head.
The team also set new event
records on the vault, ,34:50 (old
record, 34.35), the bars '34.20 (old
record, 34.00), and the floor, 33.75
(old record, 33.25).
The all-around competition was
won by Kathy King of fIIontanaState with a score of 35.00.' King
placed first on the vault, the bars,
and the floor exercise.' BSU's
tvbry Howard placed second in the
all-around competition with a
34.20.
BSU freshman Shalagh Astor
placed first in the beam competi-

'1he turning point in the meet
came when we hit our beam
routines. W3 performed well ,on
the vault but it' was the beam
which made the difference in the
meet," added Head. The Broncos
outscored the Bobcats 34.30 to
'
32.85 on the beam competition.
The Broncos now have a weekend off in preparation for the,
,NCVVSA Regional Champlonships, lvBrch 20-21, in Spokane,

~.

'

r
Barrett, 26-10-1, won the title at . , the final. 1J'b0d finished the year
with a 34-4-1 record overall.
126 pounds for the second
Braseth, 28-12-0, beat Northern
straight year pinningtvbntana's
Arizona's tvbrk Roberts 9-3 to
[»ug Forrest at 1:45 in the second
qualify for the NCAA's.
period. Pugmire, 11-6-0, was the
" '1hey definitely have a chance
surprise of the tournament beatat nationals, but you have to
ing fIIontana's Brad Benn 6-5 In
overtime. Pugmire is a freshman, remember that every wrestler at
nationals is a, champion," said
and had only wrestled sparingly
BSU head wrestling coach Mke
during the season.
Young.
,
1J'b0d and Braseth both won
Judging from the wrestlers' dual
their second straight BSC titles in
competition on the year, Young
1980. 1J'b0d, the toumament's
thinks that 1J'b0d has the best
most valuable wrestler, downed
IJ\eberState's Ron Packer 13-5 in .chance to place for BStJ.
"I think we have as good a group
as we've ever had going ,to
nationals," said Young.
_
hcording to Young, the toughest thing for the wrestlers will be
overcoming the psychological efagainst
trackmen
from
Idaho,
(BSU)- The BSU track teamh.eads .
. feets that an NCAA tournament
Idaho
State,
the
Oregon
schools,
for Eugene, OR this weekend to
has on wrestlers from smaller'
several schools In Wtshington,
compete In the Oregon Invitational
schools.
including
some
junior
colleges
meet on Saturday, tvbrch 15.
'1here Is a lot of pressure at
and community colleges.
The Broncos did not compete
nationals.
The kids have to
Jacoby said his major goal for
this past weekend, but acco.rding the weekend is to work on the
overcome a lot of obstacles, said
to track coach, 8:l Jacoby,· "1J\e
Young.
'
distance. times, and perhaps chalhad our best Saturday of practice
[»ug Pugmire, the surprise of
lengethree existing school rethe Big Sky tournament, will be
ever."
cords in distance events.
hampered at the 'nationals beJacoby said that his sprinters'
Also, Jacoby said freshman
and quartermilers"
times were
jumper Anthony Bailey Will corn-, cause of slightly tom knee cartilage suffered in practice. As a
outstanding in Saturday's practice
pete for the first time in several
result, Pugmire has been unable
and he was looking forward to this
weeks. He was sidelined with a
to practice the last four days and
weekend's meet. -,
strained hamstring, but is excould be questionable for nation- '
pected to long jump and triple
BSU will be represented by
als.
jump this Saturday.
2G-22ath,letes, and will compete

BOISE-Four members of Boise
State's Big Sky Conference
Championship team will represent
the Broncos at the NCAA Championships In Corvallis, OR tvbrch
13, 14 and 15.
Scott Barrett (126), Doug
Pugmire (142), Kevin 1J'b0d (167)
and Bill Braseth (177) all took
individual titles recently at the Big
Sky Conference Championships in
Boise. The four Broncos eamed
the right to go to the NCAA
Championships with the titles.
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two fine hurdlers, Liz and' Diana
[»lIezal, .and an excellent mile
relay," said Fahleson: CSI's mile
relay is led byaue Sweet and
placed first at the Mnidome
fIIoonlighter meet In Pocatello,
defeating the University of Utah,
IJ\eber State, and Idaho State.
" "NNC has a quality sprinter in
Chris Pease and a fine hurdler in
Maureen
Freitag,"
added
"Fahleson. Freitag holds the meet
record of .16-10 in the long jump.
"EOSC should be strong in the
field events and wiil bring stadium
record holder Rhonda Burnett,"
commented Fahleson,
Burnett
holds the Bronco Stadium record
of 10:27.21 in the 3000 meters.
She is also the national compe, tltor in cross country.

.v:.:_:.:.:.• ·:·:·:·.·:·:·.c'
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"CSI,NNC, and lVCCall have
strong running teams. CSI has

."

::~

..

'1his should be a close meet,
especially since we will be fielding
only a partial team. Our distance
runners will not compete again
this weekend," said BSU track
coach Ganger Gahleson: Their
first meet will be on tvbrch 22
against Oregon State.
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(BSU)- The women's track team
will host the BSUlJ'bmen's Invitational Track M3et' on Saturday,
Mlrch 15, at noon in Bronco
Stadium. Schools competing In
this annual meet will be, Eastern
Oregon State College, Treasure
Valley
Community
College,
Northwest Nazarene College, and
the College of Southern Idaho.
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BSUGolf locks Good
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OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT 0.. 4 BIQ DAYS
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EVENT OF THE YEAR
Show Hours
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Thursday 8. Friday 4 PM to 11 PM
Saturday 12 PM to 11 PM
I'lll
Sunday 12 PM to 10 PM
0
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Phone 344-0411
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PAcific Diy. Championship
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Csr Show
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(BSU)-The Broncos will be young
but very promising this spring,
and should show dramatic Improvement on the linkS as the
spring progresses. The Broncos
hope to have enough golf behind
tbem to be competitive at the B1g
Sky Championships Way 9-10 In
tv'bscow, ID.
Rusty Wartenson,' a junior from
Boise, and Ron Rawls, a sophomore from tv'eridian, are the most
experienced players on the team.
Each showed improvement last
season and should be among the
top finishers at any meet they
play.
.,
Senior' Mchael Haines is the
only other golfer on the team with
experience at Boise State.
The rernalnderof the squad is
young with sophomore
Brad
Bowen, and freshmen Rob Ellis
and Jess Haldeman. JuniorBrian
WIliams from Idaho Falls has not
played with BSU but does have
high school experience.
The Broncos start the season
off with an appearance in the Reno
Toumey, March 'Zl-2!l
BSU.ls
home' for two straight meets,
meeting Northwest Nazarene and
Wllannette on April 5 at \Nmn
Springs Course, and hosting the
BSU Invitational ApriI1Q-11.
Next on tap Is the Idaho
Invitational
followed
by the

Ore-Ida Toumament In Nampa and
a dual meet with Idaho State In
Twin Falls on April 25. The Big
Sky championships will be held
May 9-10 at the University of Idaho
Golf Course.
Once again, \l'l.eber State Is the
team to beat in the Big Sky
Conference. The league shows
continued improvement but we
should be close after \l'l.eberState.

Intramural
Rosters Due'
(UA)-Okay, all you SWinging
guys and gals, it's once again time
to send In your rosters for spring
intramural Co-ed Softball. Teams
must have ten' players - five of
each - and rosters should be into'
the Intramurals Office, Gym 203,
by tv'arcti 17. Schedules will be
distributed on or about tv'arch 21,
and play begins April 1.
For those fellows who have to
boot a ball around to gel your
kicks, tv'en's Intraniural Soccer is
aiso forming this spring.
The
same dates and deadlines apply
as above.
Both sports will be played on
the green between the SUB and
the gym, weekdays, late afternoons. C'mon, people-vlet'e get
out there and tear up the grass!

a

nls
over the weekend in Ellensburg,
(BSU)-The Boise State University
WA with 9-0 losses to Central
women's tennis team makes its
IJ\.I3shington University and the
first home appearance of the
University of Puget Sound.
seasonSaturday, March 15, in a
"Losing is a part of competing,
match with the Boise Racquet and
but our players gave their best and
Swim Club. Saturday's match will
didn't give up," said Boyles. "Our
begin at 2:00 pm at the Boise
opponents were better than we .
Racquet and SWim Club, 116 N.
were but we'll continue to practice
.Cole Road.
and improve.
"The team from the Racquet and
"The courts were fast and our
Swim Club is mostly made up of
women in their 30's and 40's who , players were not prepared for this
in the opening sets. They did
love tennis, said BSU coach Jean
adjust and did a better job in the
Boyles. "Some have been playing
second sets," added Boyles.
for years.
They're strong and
Junior' I<8l1e\.I\eston, who plays
experienced.
third singles and second doubles,
Juniors Sue Servick, of Coeur
was III and unable to attend the
d'Alene, and Patrice Reimer, of
matches. She should be ready for
tvtridian, are seeded first and
this Saturday's meet.
second respectively for BSU.
The Broncos opened the season
II
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by Mke Riplinger
(UA)--The Boise State Broncos.
swept a doubleheader
from
Northwest Nazarene last weekend
to even their record at 3-3 torthe
season.
Wth a big fourth inning, highlighted by III.Wly Beck's triple, the
Broncos exploded for four runs in
the fourth inning to blowout the
Crusaders 9-2 in the first game.
Beck added two more hits and
three RBI's and' V'l.Ymon Smith
went the distance to pick up the
win.
. In the second game Steve
Laughrey notched his first win of
the season as the Bronco's lineup
erupted for nine runs in the fourth

and fifth Inning to blast the
outclassed NNC squad 12-2. lim
Hayes had three.hits and knocked
in a run to lead the Broncos
attack.
Coach Ross .Vaughn said he
was a little disappointed with the
way the Broncos played because
of some early season "mental
errors ", re felt that although his
club played well defensively and
hit the ball well, they didn't
execute well and made several
. mistakes on the base paths.
This coming weekend the
Broncos will take on Eastern
Oregon of the EVergreen Conference. The two teams will playa
twin-bill on Saturday at noon In
LaGrande, OR. Then they'll meet

12, 1980
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again in Boise at Borah Field on
Sunday. for a 1:30 pm doubleheader. ,
"Eastern Oregon haa a good
ballclub," said Vaughn. "'They
have most of their 1979 team back
and that team had a real good
season."
Although still unsure about who
he will throw against Eastern
Oregon, Vaughn lndlcatedttiat it
will probably be Steve Laughrey,
Lou Freter, V'l.Ymon Smith and
Mke Mmns.
The Broncos wlli be without the
services of third baseman Rick
Stromer who has been sidelined
tor'a couple weeks with a sprained
ankle. Bob read will replace him
in the lineup.
. .

·'.... ,
G
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Liglhtweight
Cycles
Our
Specialties:

The BSU Judo Club defeated clubs from Ogden and ftlbCalllast
weekend to win the Yudanshakai Flag,
first place trophy for an intermountaininvitational
judo, toumey. Ogden Judo Club's senior team had,held
the flag for ten years previously, but the BSU squad dispatched Ogden 40-7, and later took a last minute
victory over MCal/, 25-20, to claim the flag. In intermediate competition,
a combined team from BSU and
Boise Capital Judo Club also took first place, Displaying the prized flag are BSl,1 senior team members
Jon Hussman, Gregg Dobbs, Randy Compton, Wley Dobbs and Todd Mzuta.
Pho!o b.y Jennifer Farquharson

Quality Repairs
Expert Wheel Building
Touring Equipment
Clothing & Accessories
Customization
PogIiaghi
Cinelli
Campagnolo

1119.Broadwny

343·3782

\Vh~(tI$..L\..!Fun NowOpon
e

e
e

e

Foil'SplflngSkatDng

Full line of skates and acoessorles.tor
the' Pro-Roller or the weekend
Wheeler
40% of Rentals apply toward
Purchases
By the hour or by the Day: 'A small
price to pay for a mill ion dollars'
worth of fun"
OPEN-SEVEN DAYS A W~EK'

Bicycle Center
Specialists in
Tourmq 'it' Racing * BMX

Spring Speeia].
IO§P'Sale $124.95 Complete
.

:

1 .Day Repair Service

TourillgEquipment

),1

OPEN Mon '- Fri 1-7

now in stock

Let A~,Les and Angela,
Needs
. Solve Your Cycling
..

Sat - Sun! 11-7

Wheels ..R-Fun
1725 Broadway

t208) 343-2.941
1015 Vista Avenue Boise, Idaho 83705

.336-6767
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TERTAI ME T----.
In commemoration of the 100th"
Anniversary of the birth of Ernest
Bloch, the' Boise Philharmonic
, wili be performing Bloch's Sacred
Service (Avocath Hoakodesh) In
its fifth concert ·of the 1979-80
season. Concert times will be
fVbnday, rv'arch 17 at 7:30 p.m.
and Tuesday, rv'arch 18 at 8:15
p.m. in Capital High School
Auditorium. V\hile there are many
beautiful settings of the Catholic
Miss, this is the only musical
setting of the Jewish Service.

The 8th Annual Boise Roadster
Show, Idaho's largest fVbtersports
event, will take placethis weekend
rv'arch 13, 14, 15, and 16 at -the
V\estem Idaho Fairgrounds in
Boise.
The Show will be featuring over
three million dollars worth of
dazzling vehicles and the Show
wilt have over 200 Rods, Customs,
Sports Cars, Race Cars, Restored,
Choppers, Four V\heel lXives,
Boats, fVbtorcycles, Go-karts, and
fVbdel Cars on display.
A Pacific Division Intemational
Show Car Association,
the
Roadster Show is one of 175
Shows produced annually in major-

Joining the Philharmonic·will be
guest soloist,
baritone Neil
Wlson, the Boise Mister Chorale,
the Boise State University Singers
and the tv'eistersingers.
Neil Wlson is one of the
leading baritones In the Northwest, He has appeared as soloist
with the Seattle,oD:mver, Portland
and Spokane Symphonies as well
as having eamed critical acclalrn
in concert and recital pertermances elsewhere in the United
States and Europe. lX. Wlson

s

has been heard before in Boise as

sololst with the Philharmonic in
the Brahms Requiem in 1976 and
with the Boise Ciylc Opera iri the _
role of Germont in La Traviata in',
1977.
Immediately follOWing his performances in Boise, lX. ·Wlson,
will be flying
to Cologne,
Germany, where he will teach
spring term for a foreign study
program
sponsored
by the
American Heritage Foundation.

to 11:00 prn, Sunday 12:00 rioon to .
cities throughout
the United
10:00pm, General Admission will
States and Canada. Competitors
who enter their vehicles in ISCA be $4.00, Children 6-12 years
$1.50 and under 6 years free.
Shows compete for awards and
points that can gain them a'
Divisional title or the Intemational
championshi p.
.
Special featureswill again highAs part of the Boise Gallery of
light the Show. Two vehicles sure
to get a lot of attention are Steve Art's _regular IN:!dnesday Night
Program, the film, "Anonymous
Tansy's $50,000.00 "Pool Hustler"
car from lipton, Indiana and Syd . W3s A V\bman," will be shown on
D3 Soto's '56 Harley-D3.vidson rv'arch 12, 1980 at 8 p.m. at the
Gallery in Julia D3.vis Park. The
Panhead, oneof the most detailed
3O-minute film, which explores
motorcycles ever built.
The hours of the Roadster Show the origins of our current folk art
traditions in the everyday creative
are 4:00 pm to 11:00 pm Thursday
spirit of the 18th and 19th cenand Friday, Saturday 12:00 noon

k

~nP rk

turies, is the second in a series,
"The Originals: V\bmen in Art,"
shown at the Gallery.
The title is significant":'frequent1y when a piece of folk art has
been given the attribution ."Anonymous," it was the work of an
unknown girl or woman. These
women did not have a selfconscious awareness of them-

selves as "artists"; they tapped
their yeaming for beauty and their
powerful sense of color and form
to make useful or pleasing objects
to enrich their own and their
families' lives. Gallery hours on
IJIkdnesday are 10 am-9 prn.
Viewing the current exhibition,
"Six from Idaho" may take place
prior to the evening's program.

Put yourself where
you re needed

UNIVERSITY

NACK

9

ala carte

J>

Italiano ·

::~~:t~P~~7:t~arden
~f3,~

,-

Fresh Salad and
Tangy Garlic Bread,

~l("'~
0 1-,:

.

Every Thursday
10:30. to 1:00
Collle in early for ourW eekly Breakfast Special. .
.Cheese Omlet and. Mama' Hams's
homemade Scones.
This Week ONLY."
Snack Bar- Hours
Mo_nthru Thur: 7:00
3:00
Friday 7:00 to 2:QO
Closed Sat and 'Sun

to

•rs ...

university food services

Saga-

Peace Corps and VISTA Volu~teers
have a tradition of sharing their knowledge
an~ skills with the people of developing
nations and here at home. They're individuals who combine a special sense of
adventure with a desire to help other
people.
.
Your college degree OR appropriate
~,
work background may qualify you for the.
experience of your life. Our representatives
will be pleased to discuss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the'
next 12 months.

Poo,ooCOnbS
.....
r
and 'VISfA
E1.qJerienoo
..J1

'l11uwranteeu

March 17-20: Information,
Lobby •

9am - Bpm. SUB

and .

March J.~·NJ: Scl1eduied inter-views. Career
Finan~i:u Planning Office, U7 AdministratiOn
Building. Sign up in advance.

ARBITER,Entertainment,

11

The
"Show it to the Talkies reviewers, they hate everything,"
but not this week as everyone
found something good to say
about Being There, . which is
playir)9 at the 8th Street Theatre's
and features Peter Sellers and
Shirley rvaeLaine.

rv13.rianne
Flagg
.

(****)

II

I

and our modem' need to analyze
explain, and simplify are purely
tntenatonal-end purely enjoyable.
Barbara Jones (

**** )

rvlt first review consisted of ten
Words: Nothing I could write
would do justice to this movie.
Ulfortunately, my editor sent me
away;-the review was qUite inadequate. Here goes:

Being There is one of the
wittiest, most inteli igent movies
e
If you have heard anything
of the year. Hal Ashley's taste and . about Being There, it probably
sophistication
are
evident
concemed Peter Sellers's - porthroughout the film.
Jerzy
trayal of Chauncey Gardiner.
~sinskl
effectively gives the
Ullike his previous roles, typically
screenplay all the biting satire his
typecast as Inspector Cluseau of
novel displayed.
Pink Panther fame, Sellers once
Peter Sellers delivers the most
again reminds us of his power of
subtle and difficult role of his
Interpretation, as well as his
career with dignity and compasversatality. Not to belittle Jerzey
sion. A lesser actor would have
~zinski's novel and screenplay,
over-played the role, but Sellers
but Sellers is, quite simply,
gives it plenty of shading.
unbelievable. If you don't see a
Shirley rv13.cLaineis, as always,
movie all year, see this one. This
her winning, charming self.
is definitely Academy award winThe ~zinski jabs at television
ning material.

.1

*** "12 )

There is something
about
Chauncey Gardiner's terse, meta. phoric quality of speech that
~ moves many people to label him a
brilliant man, and. something
about his stately, dignified appearance that women ~and men)
find extremely attractive.
Yet
Chauncey (Peter Selle~). only
seems to be able to say, I like to
watch"-both
to the desirous
homosexual
at a high-class
\l\8shington political function,
and to Eve Rand (Shirley
rv13.cLaine),the sexually ravenous
wife of a dying millionaire. And
while both are more than willing to
accomodate Chauncey, what they
ultimately don't realize is that his
viewing interest lies not in
":'8tching others have sex, but in

- PAGElS'

12, 1980

Buy-lin

watching television, an interest
that is more precisely an obsessionfor this enigmatic character.
And perhaps It is indeed what
people don't reallze about Chance
(his real name) that makes Being

There such a comic success. A
movie loaded with .irony and
subtle humor, Being. There Is
undoubtedly Peter Sellers at his
best-not to mention such notables as Shirley M:lcLaine, I\Ielvyn
. D:lUglas, and Jack \Mrden.

BSU opero Tells Season
, The Boise State Uliversity
Opera Theater season has two
more major productions scheduled for this year, and possibly a
special children's opera this fall,
according to the theater's director
VlAlliam Taylor.
, Full production of tvbzart's
pornlc opera "Cosi fan Tuite"
(V\bmen are like that) is planned
for rv13.y
9-10, and performances of
the Broadway musical "G s"

will run July '11-13 and 18-20.
Both will be presented in the BSU
Special Events Genter.
.According to Taylor, plans are
under way to develop a new
children's opera program in Boise.
Should funding be approved, the
production would begin In the fall
and would use talented youngsters from the Treasure Valley

..

ENJOY ALL THE MIGHT AND MAGNIFICENCE OF
THE ACADEMY AWARD·WINNING SPECTACLE

1

METRQ·
GOLDWYN·
MAYER

3

A CJlRLO PONTI
PRODUCTION

r

March

Fil

s:·
Karl Knapp (

Wednesday,.

PRESENTS

DAVID

LEAN'S
FILM
OF BORIS
PASTERNAKS

DOCTOR ZHiVAGO
ROBERT BOLT· DAviDLEAN ~
!
PANAVISlON'"o

[QJ@l

Released thru

METROCOlOR

Umtud /Utttnts

I~ jtf/Il\I ~~'N;;'i
. STARTS
1
.'
..--~~~z:
- MARCH 14
~.T.I~."~.

~

I

THIS WEEKEND!.
FRIAND SAT

AT MIDNIGHT!
8th & FRONT STREET

A CHOICE ,OF 2 TOP HITS
. EVERYFRI AND SAT AT MIDNIGHT!
MEL BROOK'S
COMEDY CLASSIC!
Starring

MEL BROOKS
MARTY· FELDMAN,
OOM DELUISE

All SEATS
ONLY $2.50

. DIANA
ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINEE:

ROSS,
ISBILUE
, ......
HOLIDAY

Best
Actress ~
s

DY·
SINGS .
.THE
BLUES
A'PARAMO'JNT PlCTUIIE ~
Filmed in PANAVlSIO\Jo , In COLOR

.

1/
STARTS
MARCH··l4···· ~

T

.
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'-------LA JT PAGE---------'
MAVI3E Mlf FAITHFUL
DOG WILL RE5CUE: ME

Cal_ndaf

-b . Charles tv1.Schulz,

PEANUTS®
MAl{6E HE'LL.DISCOVER .
THAT 1 M GONE, AND
1

COME LOOKING FOR ME

,.--_-::>'0:.,-------

DOGS HAVE AN
UNUSUAL SEN5E OF
LO~ALTL('... I-lE~5BOUND
TO ~AVE MISSED ME .•,

ednesday Mar .12"
ROTC open house for high sChool
- prlnclpolo,and
counselors
Arbiter Issu8 /#25 on tho alllnds
Baseball va. NNC at Borah High Field, '
3 prn
, VITA Income tax assistance, 3-8:3Opm,
SUB
'
,
KAIO-TV Festival '80 on Chanrwl 4,
"Bogart,"
10pm

Thursday Mar. i:)
Towers Dormitory foshlon show, 7pm,
SUB Ballroom·
.

Friday Mar.

i4

Mldsemester gnldoS and notification of
Incomplotes from provlous semester
due
Last day to tIIo application with dep.ort.
monts,for IInnl master's wrlllen exam
ASlJ film, "Sound of Music," 8pm,
Big Four Room
,
Academic Awards Banquel, 6:30pm,
Gamekeeper, Owyhee Hotel
KAID-TV, Channel' 4, Or. Milton
Freldman,Opm

o~.... c~~
JI\ll~ CU2llU
L~It>,IN~""">\'\N

Saturday Mall'. i 5

lhe
(ONEIl£ADS

senator William Proxmlre,
"Government Misuse of Funds," SUB Ballroom,8pm
Alpha Omega Phi fashion show, lpm,
Big Four Room
'
Womon's tennis vs, Boise Racquet &
Swim cue, Gam, 1116 N. Cole Rd.
VITA Incomo tax assistance,
tuarn4pm, SUB
Ooodllno for summer fellowship, Ass0ciation for the Humanities In Idaho
BSU track and field Invitational, noon
St. Patrick's Day Boxing smoker, 7pm,
GYM, bring your own blood

Sunday Mad'. i «)
ASB Film "Sound -of MusIc,"
8pm,
SPEC
'
VISTA/Peaco
Corps IntervIews
and
Information, !lani-5pm, SUB Lobby
Baseball w. Eastern Oregon, Borah
High lIold, 1:30pm

MondaY Mar. 'i7
SI. PatrIck's Day
Annual student art oxhlbillon, throullh
April 10
VISTA/Peace
Corps Interviews
and
Information, sam-spm, SUB lobby

Tu~sdayMQrr. i
BAA

Board,

Noz

Perce,

e

SUB,

ttam-zom
VISTA/Poaco
Information,

Corps Interviews
end
9am-5pm, SUB lobby

ASBSU General Elections - Go out and
support the lesser of two evils of your
choice
'
VITA Incomo tnx asolslllrlCO, SUB,
3-8:3Opm
VISTA/P_
Corps Intorvlews
and
Informetlon,- 9am-5pm, SUB lobby

•

Jobsl Lake Tahoe, California I
Little experience. Fantastic tlpsl Payl
$1600-$3800
summer.
Thousands
needed. Casino's, restaurants, ranches
cruisers, rafting, ElIC. Send $4.95 for
application,
Info/referrals.
LAKEWORLD
6,
Cox
60129,
Sacramento, CA ()5860.
'
MENI
WOMENI
JOBSI
CRUISESHIPSI'SAILINGEXPEOlTIONS/SAILING CAMPS. No experlenca. Good Pay. Summer.
career.
NATIONWIDE'WORLDWIDEI
Send
$4.95 for APPLICATION/INFO/REFERRALS to CRUISEWORLD 6 BOX
601~, Sacramenlo,CA
95860
'

part-tlrne work;
Excellent Iralnlng,
flexible hours.
3 crodlt hours are
possible.
For more Information cail
377-0210 and talk to Hank .Weatherby
or Bob Rice at Northwestern
Mutual
LIfe.
Situation
Wantad.
MAID
(for
residential homes) $4.50/hr.
ReliaNe
collegestudent.
Coli Susan at 385-3237
If Interested.
Wanted -' Work
I have work study
money .I would like 10 use over spring
break. I have a variety of skills. Now Is
the chance for your department to do
that proj6CI or just get caught upl Call
Jean Harman belore 10:CJOam or after
4:30.
$50.00 .-ard for Information 0llIlCElmIng I/le theft of a box ofwhllo karate Gis
,(uniforms) from the BSU gym stage ot
/lbout 5:40 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 25.'
Call Phil 343,8247, Rick :rTT-0878, Jon

376-4244.

poor

Yo~ don't need tObe
while yOu are
In schoo" .Earn substantial Intomewlth

Wanted:,
cleaner:

.

Used backpack and vacuum
Call oavld at 385-3680: '

LEARN TO FLY
Mosl Reasonable Rates In Boise Area
Coli 336-4049 After 5 p,m.
FOR SALE
VW Bug Luggago RlH:k. ,Tho answer
for hauling just aboutanylhlng
on a
bug. $25, Call 362-2791.
Typing Prof~slonalservlce.
Term
papers, resumes 30 percent student
dlscou~t.
Coli Cothyat 939-0423.

Underdash
Automatic
Reverse
cor
cassellll unit with two Jenlien speakers.
$75, 362-27Y'1.
Beau'tIfUI Motorola stclreo, , AM-FM
radio comb!:latlon record player. $75,
362-2791.
'
3IMl $ getilng mal'rled brtdaI ring iIIt
appralsed
$'200.00
asking $000.00,
, 2fll>.7l43 Eagle; ,

HAPPY AS A WHALE'--"""ll
Ha, HAARR har ha ha. Whore do
)'ou not all those funny 1I1llll1,anyway?
Really, Kiwi, you're not a bad dudo
wlth-a coupl~ drinks down you. Never
pass Judgement on a person - or for
thot matter, a slx·fool·slx hairy bird until you'vo wJllkod a milo In his sholi5.
Ah, ha ha, gOo:l polnl, guy,-I'd have
to walk a milo In your talons. Or maybe
- gilt this - wolk a milo In your shoo
polish II -HEEE hee, ha, ha, ha - hoy,
whallh'hocl<?l?
All right, all righi, I'll
culltle shoe polish jollO$ lor now. Goez,
didn't knOw you wore that sensltlvo
about It. Shoulda told mo.
L1stlll1, I buy the I1ilxt round, imd
then I gotta go. Oh, somothlng aboul lot'o sea, 8omolhlng like the hills aro a
hive - 80mo movi" called The Sound
ef Bunlng - oh, yoah tho Sound of
Music. Supposed to cemo up with a
trivia queslfon for tho ccnlGllt, you
know, where tho IIrst live PlloPlo who
toli Cothy In tho Arbller office, tho
nnswor get. two free' paslltl8 .to tllal
mevls In tho SJlIllClolEvents Centor this
weekend.
Something
IIko, dOllS a
spoonful of sl!llllr really help tho - no,
, damn, wrong movte.
I golll.
I gol II.' How about giving
two fl'fjfl pauea to the IIrIlt flvo people
who can name any song Julio Andrews
sings In Sound of Music? Though It's
open 10 qllNlIon whether lIheectually
sings any, chortle. '
"
,: OutasJIII, Kiwi,' don'l
take any
'wooden Whales. Chlm cI11m che .... to
you - rata, thaI', atllllhow
me'''1to

, SKI SUN VALLEY, Youth Hostllo, -Bod
and Board for $15 a nlghl:
The
BUNKHOUSE Is located 1 mile from
Elkhorn at The Ranch In Sun Valley.
$15 Includes 1 nights lodging, full
bread fast and dinner. For reservations
call 726-9344 or evenings call 726-9391.
LOS· How can you Identify a counterfeit
'gosper? Coli 376-5885, 24 hours dally.
Lost & Found at tha SUB Information
booth.
2 winter jacketa, hats, gloves, mittens,
orange coot belt, dirty clothes &
laundry bag, childs shirt, sweater,
thermos,
comb, wallet, checkbooks
ID's, scarves, sunglasses.
keys, ban:
dage, spiral notebooks, blndars, clip
boards,
Books:
Standard
Fortran
Progrllmlng, Sir Gawan & the Green
Knight, Study of Ain. Folklore, College
Chem.
Leb,Methmalics
for Life
SCIOllQO,Intro to Geology Lab ManUal,
Cor)cepts of Biology, Prooo In Practice,
Here and Now, Fabric Science.
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